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TODAY:
Sunny.

THE MURRAY STATE

High: Mid
60s. Low:
30s.

SATUBBAY: Dry.
HiP: 60s. Low: 30s.
SUNDAY: Dry.
High: 70.

October 13, 1998
Vol. 74, No. I 0

Soun:e: NdoNII Weather SeMce

The Student Ne!wspaper of Murray State University

News
Sandra D's, a new '50s-style
diner, will have its grand
opening next weekend from
I 0 a.m. to 8 p.m.

The restaurant is owned by
Murray native Sandra
Duncan-Thurman. The openIng will have a HalloweenInspired costume party with
prize giveaways.

Seepage 2

OpEd
Randell Wolfe,
English professor at Murray
State, discusses
how opinion
columns need
to be respeCtful and
responsible.
See page s

Karen Barry, a Secret Service
agent from Louisville, visited
campus Wednesday. Look
Inside to read about some ol
her adwntures.

7

The Racers take the weekend off after defeating
conference foe Eastern Kentucky University 2~21 . This
win propelled the Racers to
12th in the nation while
knocking the Colonels out of
the top 25.

See pase

10

TheNewsOnline

'
Check out our
evolving
World Wide Web paae at
www.thenews.org.

Seepage 8

Don't forget to tum back
clocks one hour Saturday
night as daylight-saving time
ends.
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school
possible
•B..,., Bdueation:

Ksntuc4y is in the first
phose of developing a
Blatewida virtual
uniwrfity.
BY CIEG STAIIE
SlAffWiml

As an art profeuoi at the
Uni'Nillit)' of North Carolina,

BY C H&ISTINE HALL
NEWEDIToa

21 commit an alcohol- or drua·
related violation, according to
new legislation approved by
Congreu Jut month.
Five recent alcobol·relatecl
deaths on the campua
the
UniV8£'8ity of ViqpDia aperbcl
Ccmgreaa to vote OD the bill
Louise Dudley, diJI8Ctor of
university relationa at the University of VII'Jinia, laid general awarenus also brought

abouttllo .....Mfon.

Danny VoweiV11Nt News

a,.-.

Parents caa now be notified
when students younpr than

1CMt
ftwhman from Memphis, Tenn., I~ Mellaa HarNan, ...... from
- .. .~..... Into the air whRe Scott Mltcbell (lett). tenlor from Kennett, Mo., and
. , _ Hape, sophomore from tt.~ucah, watdt. The aroup was practldnaatuntlna In
hint of Caw Health BuiJdlnJ WedMI..., aftemoon.

"The admiaiatratioD ......._
the University ia builcliDp,
grounds and otr-campali . ..
tera," Strieter said. ~ ftliCal.

was the recommendation of the
task force tor federal l9&4a·
tioatoht ~-

. .,..

""1frvliNNIHfSAt:MIINmiKI

parents in situationa where

the studets' or other students'
health or safety were endangered.
"'twill not be a ~r change
here," Dudley said. "We don't
plan oa changing the policy
where we would teU pareDtl ol
every incident.•
She said there will not be
very much atudent opposition
to the policy because it has
always been there.
'There
be questions of
whether or not it would be
invasioa of privacy,• Dudley
said. «we juat asaume undergraduates are still dependents
unle.aa we are notified."
Don Robertson, vice president of Student Aft'airs, said
with this bill the Univenity
can contact parents about
what students are doi111.
·
"There are mixed feelings
about this," he said. "'Students
oppoee it, of co~, beeauae

.t

-we

VerUrt coatiDuilcl her clasa,

liaecl the IDt.emet lD8tead of
.,.tal aervicn. Through email, abe 118Dt ltodenta repJar auipmenta, which c:olltinuea naw with......., from

Survey
results show
.
faculty unsupportive

:-..-.. . ....... cft:Yia-.

~--·:lliil!M,
cy in place where it n~

Dorodly Verbrk saw correepondence cletaea u a way to
attract students, both on campus aDd all over the world.
-It (cmline clauee) started
becauae we hacl a COI'IWJ'OD·
dance~ by mail: Verk.erlt
could reach an audisaid.
enA:e tbat we couldn't reach. •

hesiMinl art biatory, but uti-

_... Mt 1lf a taak tcne Jaal.
inc into the issue,. abe said. "'It

...._aee BIW12

Reminder

Online

Upllftlna

•LeJialatlon: A bill
passed by Congress last
month grants the University permission to notify
parents if their child 's
safety iB entlaJWered.

or

CollegeLife

SeeJ1118e

Law
allows
parent
contact

The results from a faeulty
attitude survey condueted earlier this aemeater report a
uuQority of the faculty Aiel the
aclmiDietraUoa is not con..... witll ita opinicma or
iDtaredl, Terry Sbiatat, chairman of Murray Alliaace of College Educators, said.
According to the survey, 82.7
peJ'C8Dt of the faculty dl) not
believe tbe president ia responsive to faculty concerns when
malriP8 poliey. The faculty also
responded neaatively to the
statement, 'The president
kee~ faculty interest in mind
in reprd to aalary and health
care iuuea when he seta the
budget;" 68.6 percent of the fac.
ulty $ongly diaqree and 22.9
percent diagree.
"An overwbelminl bulk of
the faculty feel the president
and the Board of Regents are
not interested in listening,"
Strieter said. -rhe faculty are
very demonllized by this."

UNC gnduate students.
•J set up tht. clu e with
weekly writing auipmenta
~," Verkerk said.
"NN'tr 'tllat. J haw it all set ap,
J haVe two of my advaDCeCl
graduate atucleata nm it now;
they t6icl the elueetl and

M•E•
....
=~-.:~ty.~ aad aoul~

Fifty pereent of the f'lculty
responded in favor of uniotiization , Goldey said. Another 20
The survey was conducted percent were undecided.
and analyzed by independent
"When a faeultJ esprMI88
CODSultant Greg Goldey, pro- this kind Of diwtfafaction they
feaor at Morehead State Uni- betPn to look for avenuee to
veraity. Ttte report ia divided npreu the diaeatiafaetion,•
into four parts: ~ condi- Goldey said. "Faeulty uniou
tions, policy making, faculty are one of thoee avenuee."
unioa opinion and demographic
Goldey said the survey allo
information. The response rate revealed a small II'OUP of clearwas 43.8 percent.
ly anti-union faculty.
Goldey said the survey
Strieter said the survey
showed a clear dissatisfaction
results eould act u a catai.J'at
among faculty. He said t tl# for additional faculty to join
main concerns of faculty wele
MACE-AFT. Currently, 80 faceconomic and governance ulty have signed pledp cards.
iuuea.
Eighty members are needed to
The faculty were asked to form a chapter. The nut atep
describe job conditions from after forming a chapter would
the past few years. A m~ority, be to hold a constitutional con76.3 percent, rated conditions vention to elect chapter
as either bad or poor. A large ciala.
pertentage alao responded negBy living the faculty •ooe
atively toward the possibility of voice," unionizatieD woula
a change for the better. More
improve the eft'ectiveaeu of
than 66 percent believe the
translating faculty c:oncerna to
chances are poor for improvethe administration, Strieter
ment, while 18 percent said the
~ eee SURVEY11
chances were fair.

om-

. . . . . . . . ..

Ill

aDCI Other
..... aDittnltt. AN IOilaboratiq on a prqject wbere a

student could earn a degree
and bot have to learn in a fbr.
mal, claleroom eettma.
The Commoawealth Vntual
University is a project that
involves the use of several
multimedia itema, interim
ProvGet Gary Bnckway said.
-what their (the uniwraitiea') viaioft ia is to have clift'erent universities collaborating
on different programs,• he
said. •Jt may be pauible to
have aa MBA depee where
Murray State might have
some counea, Eutem Kentucky University may have
some couree. and die University of Louiavi1le may hate
some c:oureea. A person will be
able to take these courses
wherever they are.•
While the CVU baa not yet
hit run atride, oae project
18veral of the state's
m.vor universities, inc:luding
MSU, hu already started.
This is a project based on
J111=-1e . . CLAUISIU

Curris Center features 'Heaven's Gates'
•Play: The nationally
recognized play Heaven's
Gates & Hell's Flames
starts this weekend in the
Curris Center.
BY KRISTY WELSH
CONTIIIUTING WIITEI

Heaven and hell can now be
found in the Curris Center.
The second annual production of Heauen's Gates & Hell's
Flames will begin Sunday in
the Curris Center Ballroom at
7 p.m. It will run until
Wednesday and is open to the
Hie photo
public.
Palae
M......,.,
from
Marion,
Ill.,
performed
In
last
year's
This year, Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship is co-sponsor- pNCiuctlon of Heflftn's Gates • Hell's Flames. More than 1,500
ing the production with the people attended the evangelical production last year.
Murray First Assembly of ations such as suicide, drink- life after this one and that the
ing and driving and various decisions you make now will
God.
accidental
death situations.
affect how that afterlife is
The drama, with a cast of 50
"The purpose of the play is to s pe nt," Mark Randa ll, Ch i
people, is composed of several
skits that depict real-life situ- remind people that there is a Alpha chaplain, sa id;

During the skits, the penon
who dies ia sent before the
Book of Life and the decision ia
made on whether the penon is
sent to heaven or hell.
After the production, the
cast engages the aUdience in a
discussion abOut the play and
the effects it had on audience
members, as ~ell u aakinr
them to fill out a queat.ionnaire.
•Last year many audience
members gave testimonies
that the suicide skit changed
their lives," Paiie Madigan,
senior from Marion, Ill., said.
"Many of them had thought
about suicide, but after seeing
the s kit had changed their
minds."
After last year's production,
more t han 600 people made
the decision to accept Christ
into their lives, Randall aaid.
The goal for this year is 1,000
people.

-rhe play aeemed so real,•
MicheBe Ria, aenior from
Belmont, Ill., aalcl. 'Watchitag
it nuuJe me waat to chanp my
w~. I felt really sorry for the
people in the story who had
~e

wrona."'

The production hat been
· nmninr for approximately 10
yean. It oriainated in Canada,
but now the production travels
worldwide and has been seen
by more than oae million people.
The compaay that produces
the play, Reality Ministries,
has 26 teama that tour worldwide, recruitixw cut members
locally.
"P~ iD the play
last year .....-:me feel that I
had grown aprri~ly and that
God had U8ld me to minister
to otllar8.• ~ said. "'The
belt IIIII*' of' the story is that
it ia a elrama. That fact
attracts a Jbt of people."

Ne-ws
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Fall Senior Day
comes to MSU '
The school relations
department will host Fall
Senior Day on Oct. 3 I and
Nov. 21 in the Curris Center.
Fall Senior Day is an
open house for high
school seniors that allows
them to get information
on admission procedures,
financial aid, scholarships,
academic majors and student organizations.
The Oct. 31 open house
will be held from 8 a.m. to
I p.m. and students will
receive tickets for the
MSU football game that
day.
On Nov. 21, the open
house will be held from
noon to 5 p.m. The event
is free.
For more information,
phone Jennifer Young at
762-2896 or 1-800-2724MSU.

LBL's nature
station celebrates
Howi-0-Ween
Land Between the Lakes
presents its fourth annual
Howl-0-Ween
festival
tomorrow from 6:30 to 8
p.m.
There will be costumed
characters, face painting
and a marshmallow roast.
· The festival will also feature a guided tour of the
nature station backyard,
where characters such as
"Blanche the Black Widow
Spider" and the "Old Bat"
tell stories.
Tours begin at 6 p.m.
with the last tour leaving
the nature station at 8:30
p.m.
Visitors are advised to
dress for brisk, fall weather and to bring an umbrella in case of rain.
Admission is $5.50 for
ages I 3 and up, $4 ages 5
to 12 and 4 and under are
free. For more information
phone 924-2020.

MSU Agricultur
ttolds dedication
The
Murray
State
department of agriculture
i'"!vites the public to attend
the dedication of the MSU
Equine Instructional FacilitY.' on Saturday, Oct. 31, at
II a.m .
•
'The event will be located
on College Farm Road at
the Expo Center in Mur-

.

ray.

Kentucky-born
author comes to
Murray State
:Chris Offutt, the Kentucky-born author of two
volumes of short stories
and the novel, The Good
Brother, will read from his
work on Thursday, Nov. 5,
at 7:30p.m.
The event will be in the
main reading room in
Pogue library. A reception
and book signing will follow the reading.
For more information
phone the department of
English and the College of
Humanistic Studies at 7624730.
Briefs compiled by Heather

Martin, staff wrner.
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Swing lessons popular among students
•Dance: Students flocked
to the Curris Center 7Uesday nights to take lessons
on the latest dance craze,
swing.
BY

C.O.

BRADLEY

SENIOR STAFF WRITER

About 200 people have been
coming to the Curris Center on
Tuesday nights this semester,
and it has not been for a rush
on textbooks or a special at the
Sugar Cube.
The people have been coming
to learn the newest dance
craze. Following in the hallowed footsteps of the Lambata
Danny Voweii/ The News
and the Macarena, swing dancing has swept the land. But Amber Hedges, freshman from Owensboro, laughs as she Is
what separates it from past swung around by her partner. Hedges had been attending the
dance crazes is its longevity, swing dancing lessons since they started early this semester.
said instructor Ruth Johnson.
swing dancing, both starting at response. "I was thinking 50 or
"I've danced swing for a long $15 a month per person in a 60 maybe. We had 175 at the
time," she said. "My uncles group class. For more informa~ first class, and we've had over
taught me the jitterbug when I tion on these lessons, phone 200. I've just had a ball."
was young. Swing is a•dance (502) 442~8321.
Kevin Lowe, who organized
that started in the United
She said she enjoys teaching the class, was also pleasantly
States; we picked one of our young people.
surprised.
own. I don't think it will stay
"They learn so fast," she said.
"I was hoping, but I had no
this big, but I hope these young "They don't think they do, but clue," he said. "We've got people
people will pass it on to theirs they do, and once they learn it excited. It's fun to do, and it's
one day."
·
they've got it for life."
free."
Johnson has run the Ruth
She added she has been surLowe, concert chair for the
Johnson School of Ballroom prised at the turnout and par- Campus Activities Board, got
the idea for a swing concert
Dancing in Paducah for 25 ticipation.
years. She offers lessons for
"Heavens, no," she said when after seeing groups in Cincinboth general ballroom and asked if she expected such a nati and Lexington this sum~

"We did a little bit in gym
mer.
The "Swing Thing Dance" is class in high school and elescheduled for Nov. 3 in Racer mentary school, but we never
Arena at 7 p.m. Two bands, The spent very long on it," she said.
League of Deceny and King- "My friend that goes to the Uni~
sized, will play on one half of versity of Illinois is in a swing
the floor with the other half class, so I thought I'd learn, too.
open for dancing, Lowe · said. With how popular it is, it'll be
The dance is free to MSU stu- useful at weddings. And it's
dents and $5 for the general fun, too."
public.
Patrick Lewis, junior from
After Lowe scheduled the Hopkinsville, said his fraternidance, he thought swing ty has an upcoming swing
lessons might be something mixer, and he bas encouraged
students would respond to.
his brothers to come out for the
"It's taking off like crazy," he class.
said. "People like the new
~I came because I wanted to
sound; they're tired of grunge. learn how to swing dance,"' he
It's just about having fun, and said. "It's fun and I wanted to
it's music with style. I just saw learn. I've been bringing severit going crazy, and I thought, al friends, been trying to get
'Why can't we do that here in people out. I announce it in my
Murray?'
fraternity meeting every week."
The class, which ended Tues~
For some, it is about more
day, was free to students and than fun. Joseph Walker,
many took advantage.
junior from Owensboro, said he
Chantel Doc.ktor, freshman has ne'ver been a dancer, and
from Indianapolis, said ~he that wa..q something he wanted
came at first against her will.
to change.
'
"My roommate wanted to go
"I haven't ever swung before,"
and wanted me to come with he said. "Dancing was a fear of
her," she said. "I didn't really mine, and I wanted to overcome
want to. But it's fun, and I it and learn how to wiggle. I've
haven't missed one lesson. It kept coming because I fell in
1
love with it."
gets me out to socialize."
After looking at his partner,
Her roommate, Sarah Reynhout, freshman from Frankfort, he added with a smile, "It has
Ill., said she had done a little also helped that 1 had people to
ballroom dancing in school but practice with."
wanted to learn to swing.

Sandra D's has grand opening SGAs propose state
•Restaurant: A new
ray native and has been in the
restaurant is opening its restaurant business for years,
but Sandra D's Diner, located
doors on Oct. 31 and will on
State Route 94 East, has
be celebrating Halloween only been in operation for about
in style.
seven months. Duncan-Thurman said she wanted to have
the grand opening now to celeBv TONI FRUIA
brate Halloween and to celeCONTIIIUTIN<i WliTEI
brate the success the restau~
rant
has seen so far.
Sandra D's Diner in Murray
With
advertising in local
is having its grand opening Satpapers,
"Follow
me to Sandra
urday, Oct. 31, from 10 a.m. to
D's"
bumper
stickers
and ads
8p.m.
on
the
big
screen
at
the
Cheri
This '50s-style diner will be
Theater
in
Murray,
many
resithe setting for a costume party
dents
have
beard
of
Sandra
D's,
and prize giveaways. The menu
but
still
many
don't
know
will also feature 'Back to the
where it is. After the grand
'50s" prices on selected items.
opening,
Thurman hopes the
Prizes will be given away
every hour. The grand prize of big pink diner on the way to the
a television will be awarded at lake will become a new landmark in Murray.
6p.m.
The Sandra D's atmosphere
The proprietor, Sandra Duncan-Thurman, and her staff, begins with the fresh pink
are looking forward to the paint job, and continues with
grand opening celebration for the outside dining areas.
many reasons, but one of the Inside; customers are sur~
most prominent reasons is the rounded with relics of the '50s,
including the building itself.
costume contest.
Artist Cindy Vaughn decorat~
"Everybody likes to dress up,
and we're going all out!" Dun- ed the inside with work ranging
can-Thurman said. "You will be from simple checkerboard decoable to fmd me by my hot pink rations around furniture, to a
wig. The other waitresses will lifesize painting of Spidennan.
"Cindy's work is just wonderall be in blonde '50s wigs, and
ful,"
Duncan-Thurman said.
we'll all have on our matching
"Everything
she touches is just
uniforms."
Duncan-Thurman is a Mur- amazing."

Duncan~Thurman said the
people are one of the things
that makes Sandra D's so special.
"I just have the best staff,"
she said. "They're hardworking
and fun. It's definitely a group
effort. I mean, we're like family."
Duncan-Thurman said her 7ye~ld son, Duncan, enjoys
working in the diner as much
as she does. Also, DuncanThurman's mother bakes all of
the desserts offered daily.
One of the most notable concoctions served for dessert is
the "Moon Crater." Sandra D's
has taken the Moon Pie a step
further. Customers receive a
warning about this treat in the
menu.
"It ain't pretty, but it's sooo
good."
Other selections on the menu
include a variety of burgers
from the traditional '50s-style
cheeseburger to the "Some Like
it Hot" burger, in addition to a
variety of sandwiches and beverages.
After 5 p.m., the menu is
expanded to include catfish,
ribeye steaks and Hawaiian
grilled chicken.
Sandra D's regular hours are
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. and 5 to .
8 p.m., Tuesday through Saturday.
·

pay for sprinklers

•Funding: Seven SGA presidents of Kentucky universities are banding together to support the state
funding of sprinkler systems.
student fees to pay for a
necessity that the state can
well afford to fund."
The estimated cost for
The Kentucky Board of
Student Body Presidents has installing sprinkler • systems
released a resolution calling for all the public universities
for state funds to be used for in the state is more than
life safety equipment and $21.7 million.
"The best case scenario
capital costs.
Student Government Pres- would be for Gordon Davies
ident Todd Earwood said the (CPE president) and the CPE
resolution was written to to go the governor and ask
support installation of safety for funding," Earwood said.
measures such as sprinkler "This year there is an enorsystems while opposing mous surplus in the state
using University funds or budget and we feel the tax~
raising student fees to cover payen1 would be happy to pay
costs. A mandate by the for these safety measures."
Council on Postsecondary
Earwood said the initial
Education, which Earwood
response to the resolution
expects to be forthcoming,
from legislators has been
could require all universities
optimistic.
to install sprinklers and
..We also need to take full
other life safety measures,
advantage
of the governor's
but the universities would be
initiative
for improving
solely responsible for the
statewide
education,"
Earfunding.
The resolution also states, wood said.
The resolution was written
"The elected representatives
of Kentucky's
students by Earwood with help from
oppose
the
continuing University President Kern
increase of the already high Alexander.
BY )ENNIFER SACHARNOSKI
Eolroa-tN<HJu

Law changes information access for campus media
•Legislation: The Higher Education Act gives college journalists
more freedom in obtaining information from universities.
BY CHRISTINE HALL
N£WS EDITOR

President Clinton signed a higher
education law earlier this month which
will mean changes for campus media.
The new law creates requirements for
access of information about schools and
censorship.
There are three requirements that are
enforced under this law:
• All colleges and universities must
now have a log of criminal incidents
reported to. their campus police and
' public.
make it open to the
• Schools cannot use the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act, also
known as the Buckley Amendment, as a
way to refuse to release the outcome of
campus judicial proceedings.
• Schools must add acts of
manslaughter and arson to their crime
statistics. Also, any statistics on arrests
or referred discipline must be included
in statistics.

Mike Hiestand, staff attorney for the
Student Press Law Center, said the new
requirements are not big changes for
everyone.
''For public schools it might not be a
big change," he said. "For private
schools, it may be the first time they
will be able to know what is going on
with their campus police. It is also the
time when all of that will actually be
put in black and white."
He said many schools have been waiting for a bill like this to take effect.
"The fight for this has been going on
forever," Hiestand said. ''Some have
fought tooth and nail against the battle,
for image."
Now that schools cannot usc the
Buckley Amendment, journalists can
have access to information about campus judicial proceedings on crimes of
violence and non-forcible sex offenses.
Also, parents can be notified if a student
under 21 is charged with a drug or alcohol violation.
"Under the Buckley Amendment.
schools could not release educational
records," Hiestand said. "What happened was in addition to test scores and
transcripts, the schools also included
campus court records a~ educational.

What this law has stated is campus
records are not educational if they
involve criminal activity."
Hiestand said the law also will
requjre public schools to provide information from past disciplinary incidents.
"Since this law is new, it might be possible for school journalists to go to judicial meetings," he said "Since the Buckley Amendment is no longer in eflect,
you could get the information under the
state open meetings law."
Mike Young, faculty adviser for the
Judicial Board, said releasing information from the Judicial Board would be
OK. but there are instances in which his
opinion might difl'er.
"It would depend on the hearing and if
releasing the identity of the person
would be detrimental," he said. "I would
not be in favor of releasing information
1f it would have a harmful effect to one
of the parties involved."
Hiestand said schools and campus
courts may be afraid of the law and
what will be exposed.
•·If campus courts make a ruling, if it
is public knowledge, they may have to
justify why they made that decision," he
said. "If the star athlete commits a
crime, the public will now hold the court
l .

accountable for making the right decision."
The policy of repo~ting arson and
manslaughter in crime statistics is a
new idea.
"Usually the campus police arc only
required to report drug and alcohol
offenses if the person is arrested ," Hiestand said. "Now, just an arrest doesn't
have to be made. Everything must now
be reported."
Hiestand cited the example of a university in Milwaukee that is famous for
being a drinking school. He said the statistics there for alcohol violations were
usually zero or very few .
''Now there will probably be 100 or
more cases reported," he said.
Schools that are not in compliance
with the law may be fined up to $25,000
for each violation or the Department of
Education may withhold federal funding.
"Before, the only real sanction was to
cut ofT federal funds;" Hiestand said.
"Now, there is something more realistic,
like fining them $25,000. It's more realistic instead of pcnaltic:;."
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Surplus alternative to new equipment
such as old computers and calculators.
"'These items might not be on
the cutting edge of technology,
but they can still be used, and
it is a real benefit when you
have absolutely nothing,"
Orville Herndon, Staff ConBY VENIA lABA
gress president, said. "Going to
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
the surplus office is easier in
most cases, and also affordable
The General Services Buildfor the University, because
ing is home to most of the surthere is no need to buy new
plus items the University has,
stuff all the time."
from office furniture
to old
"We have a couple of rooms
.
technology equtpment.
where we store all of these
"We have anything from ta_pe' items," Green said.
Surplus items arrive at the
recorders to desks and chwrs
and other office furniture," General Services Building
Elvis Green, assistant director when a department or an office
of property services, said.
from the University has someChairs, desks, tables, file cab- thing it is not needing anyinets, shelves, marker boards, more.
lab equipment, even vans and
"Faculty has to submit a
other University vehicles can request to change what they
be found in the General Ser- have or for new materials and
vices Building.
send it to the General Services
There are technology items, Building," Green said. "The

•Surplus: Murray State
has a number of useful
items available as surplus
to faculty and other University personnel.

. ; ; ;. . ;Po~li~ce;. . .:;.: :_/3c; ;. ~a,;__t
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item will be picked up or deliv- in Murray, Mayfield, Benton,
OcL 14, 1998
ered shortly."
Paducah, Paris and also in The
8:21 a.m. A vehicle was found leaking gasoline near Regents College.
All of the items are exclusive- Murray State NewS'," Green
The owner was called and advised to remove the vehicle from campus.
ly for University use, not for said.
6:13 p.m. There was an auto accident in the Curris Center parking lot. No •
·
Injuries were reported .
home or personal use.
There used to be a traditional
Herndon said departments do auction once a year for all of the
Oct. 15, 1998
not always have the budget to objects. Now the University has
4:58 p.m. A citation was issued to Joyll D. Ziemiah for disregarding a stop
purchase new furniture or an auction every time it has
sign, operating an unregistered vehicle and having no insurance.
other material, so they turn to several items to be sold.
7:27 p.m. The Murray Fire Department was advised of a false alarm in
the University surplus office
"All the profits from the auc~
Waterfield Library caused by low water pressure.
and get what they need from tion go back to the University's
·~
there.
general fund," Herndon said.
Oct.
16,
1998
:•
"Even when you don't like "If a particular department sur- ,
2:25
a.m.
Derico
U.
Mitchell
was
arrested
in
Hart
College
Room
425
on
your chair, for example, you
pluses something, they do not
charges of trafficking marijuana from his room. $120 cash was confiscat- •
can go to the surplus office and
get anything. Sometimes they
ed. The amount of marijuana was less than eight ounces. He was lodged '
see if they have something you
have good stuff you can acquire
in Calloway County Detention Center.
•·
like better," Herndon said.
for
personal
use,
like
vehicles
12:18
p.m.
Chris
W.
Higgins
was
arrested
for
disregarding
a
stop
sign,
a
•
When many items are stuck
or
parts
of
vehicles
the
Universecond count of disregarding a stop sign and driving on a suspended
in the General Services Buildlicense. He was lodged in the Calloway County Detention Cente~.
ing after not being selected for sity owns.
"Small
office
supplies
such
as
use, the University has an aucOct.17,1998
tion open to the public. This pens, erasers and staplers do
no
activity reported
auction is organized by the not usually make it to the Geninventory control office on cam- eral Services Building," HernOct. 18, 1998
pus. It decides whether to keep don said. "Those are usually
2:08 a.m. The Murray Fire Department was dispatched to the Industry
kept within the individual
things or sell them.
and Technology Building for a false alarm caused by a problem with the
"We
have
newspaper departments to be used in the
telephone lines.
announcements for the auction future."
Oct. 19, 1998
7:52 a.m. There was an auto accident In downtown Murray Involving a
Murray Fire Department unit University Police was requested to work the
accident. No injuries were reported.
•
10:00 a.m. There was a report of people sitting on a ledge of the Fine Arts
Building.
7:20 p.m. Springer College reported a fire alarm caused by smoke from
one of the kitchens. There was no fire.
11 :30 p.m. The Calloway County Detention Center advised it had Justin
Bivins in custody tor operating a motor vehicle on a suspended license.

•
•
help
Faculty, staff rece1ve
Insurance
•Insurance: Criticism has
led to changes in the University's plans to help staff
and faculty members pay
for insurance.
Bv

J.M.

BURGESS

SENIOR STAFF WRITER

The University's plan to help
staff and faculty members pay
for the new health insurance
has drawn criticism, but has
been changed.
Last Thursday the executive
board of Staff Congress met
with President Kern Alexander
to discuss the save harmless
-program to help facUlty and

--

staff pay for the new policies for
health insurance. The concern
was the original salary
increase for staff and faculty
making under $27,000 was not
going to help pay for the difference of the new policies.
"My concern was with people
making under $15,000 that
they were going to get nothing
out of it (save harmless),"
Orville Herndon, Staff Congress president said.
Herndon said after they met
last
Thursday
morning,
Alexander called the Staff Congress executive board and
detailed a plan that would pay
half of the faculty and staffs
deductible.

The Equity Enhancement meets these two programs in
Plan takes the new deductible the middle, determines how
and divides it in half so the fac- much each have to pay by their
ulty and staff members who fall salary and how much they
into the save harmless plan do receive by save harmless.
not pay more for the new
Herndon said there are many
people who are happy with this
health insurance.
Under the old insurance new plan, but some are still
plan, staff and faculty members worried about the new procould chose from two programs, grams and the health msurthe Option A with a $200 ance.
Herndon said he hopes Staff
deductible and a Option B with
a $500 deductible. Under the Congress will do a survey in
new plan insurance starting on late spring or early summer,
Jan. 1, 1999, Option A will be after the new health insurance
the standard plan with a $500 has been implemented. He said
deductible, and Option B will he hopes to see the reaction to
become the Enhanced plan, the new insurance to see if the
faculty and staff like the prowith a $200 deductible.
gram.
The Equity EilhanceliW!nt

Oct. 21, 1998
2:44 a.m. ThE!re was a noise complaint made on the 600 block of College
Courts.
8:46 p.m. The Murray Fire Department was dispatched to the Business
Building for a trouble alarm.
Motorlat Aaal... • 9

Racer Escorts - 58

Information for Police Beat Is gathered and compiled by Christine Hall,
news editor, from materials available from thlil Public Safety office.

------

' Lowest
A~TI

Riann Aldrich
Heather Anderson
Beth Brockway
Amanda Graveen
Jennifer Guffy

Jacque _Abernathy
Lindy Beemer
Nicole Miesner
Traci Richerson
Christy Wilson

Angela Buckman
Paulette Lohman
Ginny Moore
Linda Rafferty
Elaine Ratiff
Sara Rivers
Angela Roberts
Stephanie Roberts

Love,
Panhellenic Council

Requirements
At least 2 t years of age, valid 'drivers license.
· "Major credit cards"
local Pickup available

Maria Geraldi
Jennifer Gibson
Danielle Glover
Alison Hill
Rachel Hudson
Jill Kennedy
Ar~

Congratulations
on your
achievement!

Ford Authorized Rental
vehicles cars to vans

AOTI

A:LA

Parker Eord Lincoln-Mercury
701 Main St.
Downtown Murray

753 • 5273 Ask for

I

The new Residential Colleee ID's are here!
If you have an old MSU ·Racercard but like the look of the new
ones. the Racercard Office has a deal for You. Brine Your old 10
to the third floor of the Curris Center between Oct 1 and Oct. 31
and receive one of the new R.C. ID's for half Price! That's ri!!ht.
onlY $6.25 for a duPlicate ID in YOur Residential Colleee color.

LLL
Suzanne Franklin
Mandy Gardner
Jaime Gibson
Susan McGregor

,
I

\.
'

wade

ATTENTION STUDENTS!!

THIS OFFER IS GOOD FOR ALL STUDENTS AT
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY, COMMUTERS INCLl JDED

~--_-_--

00

Oct. 20, 1998
4:32 a.m. The Murray Fire Department was dispatched to Springer College for a smoke detector maHunction on the second floor.
10:05 a.m. There was a vehicle leaking anti-freeze behind one of the
church buildings. Hazmat responded and the vehicle was moved.
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ViewPoint
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College ~'~ieu;s
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What is the worst pick-

up line you have ever heard or
used?

Name: Kasey
W ilson

Major: English
Year: Senior
Hometown:
M ur ray

..1 don't
remember
where my dorm room is."

Name: Michael

Murray State University is working
on a project it hopes will benefit many
students, especially commuting and
non-traditional students. The project
is a Commonwealth Virtual University. Basically, it will allow students to
take classes via .Internet and televisions. The university will include
classes taught by professors from several universities in the commonwealth.
One aspect of the CVU is a virtual
library. This will allow our library to
connect online, which will enable students to locate and find full-text journals. In tum, this will greatly benefit
all Murray State students and other
collegiates as well.
Although the CVL is a beneficial
program, the Commonwealth Virtual

Alexander depicts
differ ent scene of fire

Major:
Chemist ry
Year: Junior

Hometown:
Elizabethtown

"I forgot my
phone number; can I have
yours?"

Name: Erin Forte
Major: English
Year: Junior
Hometown:
Benton

"If I were to
rearrange the
alphabet, I
would put you and I together."

Name: Ben
M illigan

Major: Marketing
and Finance
Year: Junior

Hometown:
Madisonville

" Did it hurt
when you fell from heaven?"

Name: Barbie
Trowbridge
Major: Education
Year: Junior

Hometown:
Union County

"Are you tired?
Because you've
been running through my
mind all day."
Heather Martin/Staff
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Universities hope to work as team :
Our Vieu'
Issue: A Commonwealth
Virtual University project
is underway.
Position: The politics
involved may cause problems with the project.
University makes us a little nervous.
The whole concept seems like a wonderful idea, but with the extreme politics within Murray State and with
other universities, we feel it could
cause a lot of problems.
One prime example is the Crisp
Center that is located in Paducah. The

Crisp Center is a learning center that
offers Murray State classes for students. For years upon years. Murray
State was in battle with University of
Kentucky and the Paducah Community College about who would own the
building; of course, Murray State
eventually gained control, but this is a
perfect example of how problems will
occur with the CVU.
If Murray State students are taking
one of the courses being taught by a
professor at UK. who wilJ get paid?
Someone at Murray State will have to
monitor the course and the professor
at UK will actually be teaching the
course, where will this extra money
come from?.
Another fear we have is who will
have <_>verall control? Currently, Mur-

·Your V':feLos

Owsley

The Murray State News

To the Editor:
My name is Jerry Walker,
and I was a Hester fourth floor
resident. I am writing this in
response to the letter many of
you received from Kern
Alexander. Alexander wishes
to tell you his opinions of what
happened Sept. 18. I was there
so I can tell you the truth. I
was awakened by the sound of
both the fire alarm and smoke
detector, both of which quit
shortly after I awoke. Was it
an adequate system?
Kern said in his letter,
"When the fire alarm sounded
the town immediately came
alive with dedicated and
lmowledgeable public servants
well-trained and anned to
combat the emergency and to
assume the risks involved."
The town did immediately
.come alive,11l ~ However,
about the knowledgeable public servants well-trained and
armed, I disagree. It took the
fire department approximately
10 minutes to arrive at Hester.
Thefre one mile away from
campus. How knowledgeable
and well-trained can they be if
they supposedly checked every
room, but forgot to check a
room on the third floor, where
two guys stayed until they
awoke on their own several
hours later.
Kern stated in the letter that
we must observe the outstanding service and high level of
competence of the staff of Murray State University. The only
thing we must observe is their
negligence after the first fire. If
precautions were taken after
the first incident, the second
.may never have occurred.
Alexander states that all
students received training that
prevented loss of life. Their
was no training given, just an
informational meeting, which
was not mandatory or highly
publicized. Kern gave praise
for the upgraded fire alann
devices. They were not adequately upgraded if they quit
during a fire. They did not
work to their maximum effi·
ciency.
I am glad that Murray purchased the platfonn truck, but
it did me no good that morning. It did save a few lives, but
I stayed in my room because
the truck requires a ·special
tarp to be laid onto the grass in
order for the ladder to be
raised, a tarp that was not present.
I have not referred to
Alexander as Mr. or President
Alexander because I do not
possess the respect to call him
such. I am ashamed of the
actions you have taken in the
past and present. Remember,
Kern, as you take care of your
plants on campus, if you would
have showed the ~:>ame care for
your Hester residents, 296 of
296 residents may have made
it out.
Jerry Walker
Fourth floor Hester Resident

Student enraged
by CD review of Hill

there is nothing wrong with
expressing an opinion which
may offend certain people as
long as it's written professionally, respectfully and with evidence to support the opinion.
Brown's article had none of
these things. It was nothing
more than a mindless and hos.
tile attack on all women, with
no rationality or sanity behind
it It was an angry shot from
the hip based on pure ignorance and prejudice. I wish
The News would not destroy its
credibility by letting an irate
man who didn't get a phone
call blow up all over its pages.
H he needs his frustrations to
be validated, then let him get
on an Internet chat room. I
don't think The News should
waste our time or its valuable
newspaper space with published temper tantrums.
Brown's only "evidence" of
women's s upposed irrationally
was two ex~girlfrlends who I
believe had legitimate complaints. One was hurt by his
drinking problem, and one was
hurt by his ogling of other
women. Any sane and rational
woman would be upset by
these things. H a woman was
not upset by these things, then
I would really question her
sanity and rationality, not to
mention her self-esteem.
His "compliment" that there
is nothing more beautiful than
an angry woman was nothing
less than patronizing. I find it
very disturbing that women,
while expressing their deepest
feelings and convictions, are
viewed by him as mere sex
objects even while they are
expressing the most human
parts of their humanity. His
complete disregard for other
people's pain is frightening.
He said to women, "We
would, however, appreciate
your knowledge for every complaint you have about the stupidity of men ..." I don't want to
complain about the stupidity of
men, because I don't believe
that men are stupid. There are
many smart and wonderful
men in the world, and I would
never place any attack on the
gender as a whole. Not all men
are stupid, only men who rant
without reason.
I would also suggest to
Brown that he lay off the alcohol. I think it is having an ill
effect on his thought process
(including his rationality,) as
well as his ability to effectively
rela~ to other people on an
interpersonal level.

To the Editor.
The music review on Lauryn
Hill's "The Miseducation of
Lauryn Hill" was in great need
of facts. The points that were
made had no proof to back
them up. For example, she
states, "By the end of the CD, I
felt as if I had heard the same
song 16 times." The writer
made this point without giving
her readers an example which
two songs sound the same.
This shows the writer did not
pay attention to what she was
listening to because all of Lauryn Hill's songs sound different The writer also mentions
"sound is not all that is entertaining." I agree with her on
this point because lyrics also
play a big part in music and
Lauryn Hill has some of the ,
best, positive lyrics on the hip
hop scene today.
Giving a music review is not
only your opinion on an album,
but also what is good or bad
about an album. The music
review on Lauryn Hill was
basically the writer's feelings
toward the album with no
facts. She made a comment
stating the album "leaves a
bad taste in your mouth and
gives a bad impression of hip
hop music." A person who has
knowledge of hip hop music
can only make this comment
and it has came to my knowledge that the writer has no
knowledge of hip hop music.
Writing something bad about
an issue you know nothing
about only shows you really do
not care.
The only part about the article that was good was the part
about Lauryn Hill doing a lot
for the community. Too bad
that had nothing to do with her
album. I really do not think the
writer knows how a music
review can help or hurt an
artist. A bad review would not
matter if the writer took the
· time to do research and wrote
about what she found on the
album. But in this case the
writer did not take the time,
she only wrote what she felt
and what others told her . By
the look of this article, what
others told her were not the
facts.
For future reviews, try to get
a person that has a little
knowledge of what type of
music he or she is reviewing. It
is really sad that a person
would rather write down anything than saying, "l have no
knowledge of this issue so let
someone else do it."
Lisa Baker, Proud Feminist
Murray
Tangy Brown
Murray State student
Shared governance
Queens, N.Y.

not working

F eminist s peaks
on Brown's article
To the Editor:
Is anyone else besides me
wondering what the deal was
with Robert Brown's article
"Domineering Women Arouse
Male Interest?" I personally
am disappointed in The News
for printing this article. r
believe in freedom of speech, so

To the Editor:
Professor Frank Elwell,
chair of the Faculty Senate's
Faculty Handbook and Personnel Committee, in a letter to
The News of Oct. 9, best summarized the faculty's perception of President Kern Alexander when he stated, "Whether
out of ignorance, apathy or outright hostility toward shared
governance, the numerous

ray State is ruled by the Council of
Postsecondary Education. NOw, will
the council continue to be in charge
and take on the responsibility of keeping each of these universities working
as a team or will it allow one of the
universities to be in charge of the
CVU?

Overall, this is a great idea, but it's
sort of like the whole world peace plea.
As much as we would like to see world
peace, it will never happen. This plea
remiftds me of the CVU project . There
is too much politics involved.
If this does work, one of the universities will be hurt in the process.
Eventually, the political aspect will
terminate the project because universities cannot compete if they're working together.

My
View

end-runs around established
procedures are affecting
morale, governance structures
LORI
and the educational process
BURLING
itself."
The Faculty Handbook section 1.5, "University Governance System," outlines what
shared governance is supposed
to be and describes how faculty
and top administration are
supposed to cooperate in the
running of Murray State University. It is abrogation of this
basic concept of shared responsibility for decision-making
1
that has frustrated and
angered so many faithful and
A person can be raped by a
long-serving faculty during the
str anger, an associate, a friend,
tenure of Alexander and his
a best friend or a relative. A
close associate, Sid Easely,
r ape can occur sober or intoxi•
Chair of the Board of Regents.
cated and in the streets or in
According to the Faculty
your own home.
Handbook, "The Board of
I never realized how freRegents of Murray State Uniquently these attacks occur
versity endorses the concept of
until I came to college. I'm in
shared authority and responsino way saying Murray State is
bility in the governance of the l no~ safe; I'm sayi~g since I
institution. A university is
came to college I've met more
comprised of many persons
women and it's talked about
with Jmowledge and skills in
more openly.
divers fields. Each member of
Recent events have occurred 1
the University community can
in the past two years that have
make a special contribution to
forced me to face this horrible
the vigor and progress of Murcrime. I have never been
ray State. Shared authority
attacked, but I have friends
and shared responsibility tap
who have. Through this I have
these resources for the good of
been forced to become a listen- !
the University."
er, a comforter, a protector and '
The id~ here is that the
an adult figure.
I
expertise within the various
AJthough I n1ay never have 1
Colleges and departments of
the true feeling of what these
the university should be
women feel, I do know some of
employed so that "the various
the experiences of the afterelements of the university
math. Nightmares, paranoia,
community may bring their
not being able to trust anymore
expertise to bear on policy matand having the protection of
ters of vital interest." Thus,
your safety being stripped from
shared governance encompassyou · is what I understand 1
es the idea that faculty will
because I have to. ' These
have significant input into
women have to have a safe
admlnistrati ve decisions that
place, a haven, in which they
impact the entire University
can come and speak their
community. For shared goverminds or simply find a shoulnance to work, the MSU
der to cry on. My message is to
administration should not
the people who have never
strait-jacket faculty commit·
been faced with this. Prepare
tees, yet this is precisely what
yourselves. The day will come
it did to the Health and Benewhen your relative, an associfits Committee of the Faculty
ate or your friend may ask for
Senate by limiting its ability to
your help.
objectively evaluate all possiKnow what to do. I didn't. 1
bilities and to recommend
wasn't prepared, but a good
healthcare plans outside of the
friend should have been. In one 1
guidelines set down by the
week I had to make myself 1
Alexander administration. It is
aware of what was happening
not shared governance when
and I had to seek out resources,
certain courses of action are
my parents, counseling centers
arbitrarily ruled out, such as
and other friends, immediately
the recommendation to raise
take my friend to the hospital, '
the University contribution to
report it and listen. I had to listhe faculty-staff healthcare
ten to the victim, and let her ...
plan above the $3.2 million
make her own decisions. I
cap.
advise you to suggest counselt1
Shared governance, to again
ing because in my experiences
quote Elwell, is a "chief conthere really is no other way.
cern" of the faculty, for "A uni·
I'm not telling everyone to be
vcrsity's strength relies on the
scared and paranoid, but be 1
dialogue among all elements of
aware. Let your friends know r
the community, on the blendthey have someone to turn to.
ing of the various interests to
Let them know you care. Rape 1
produce sound policy that can
is not something a person 1
be supported by all."
should have to keep bottled in. ,
We could not agree more
The only way a person can heal
with Professor Elwell. We hope
is to talk about it and overcome
Alexander will alter his preit with time. Be a safe haven
sent direction and again allow
for your friends.
faculty their proper role in the
My heart goes ·out to all of
shared governance ofMSU.
the victims and my encouragement goes out to all of the
Terry Strieter
friends who have been faced
MACE chair and professor of
Ytith this issue. There are peohistory
ple who care.

l

Victims I
need pals 1
who care

I

'

I

l
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.Lifestyles can lead to consequences
I remember a day back in high
school when I was sitting in the smokIn My
ing area outside the school cafeteria,
Oj;iJli011
talking to my friend Steve. Steve had
the classic old-school fiery blue punkass mohawk sticking up a good six
R OBERT
inches off the top ofhis dome. With his
B ROWN
combination of a black coat, black
shoes and black hat, the boy looked
like a time bomb.
Steve had gone for a job interview at
a local restaurant. He had been reject- probably got his just desserts. He
ed, and was looking to me for his little dressed and cut his hair to look like a
bit of justification. That was a bad freak, and he did it for a reason. He
move.
got himself plenty of little punker
"lt's because of how I look," Steve ladies, and bragged about it all the
said. "There was no other reason not way. He understood that.
to hire me," Steve whined as he lit up
What he didn't understand was that
a cigarette.
the "establishment" would not find his
"Cough ... Of course there was," I hairdo nearly as fascinating as the
replied, inhaling the smoke. "What did young women. To the interviewer, he
was just another bad risk, just anothyou expect? You look like a freak."
Steve punched me in the face.
er freak. By nature, anything defmed
It was the end of a friendship, but as "establishment" is filled with fear
the beginning of a line of thought.
and loathing toward anything defined
You see, the way I figure it, Steve as "freak."

A mohawk is a lifestyle choice. If you

If you are going to make an assumpact like a freak, you get treated like tion, assume I axn a SHARP. Heard of
one. It follows.
them? It stands for Skinheads against
That's just the way it is.
Hatred And Racial Prejudice. They're
But why?
good skinheads. Automatically assum- ·
I know that doing something out of ing the negative about someone is a
the ordinary is, by nature, accepting prejudice.
that you will not always be accepted. I
The difficulty about prejudices is
shaved my head for that very reason. I that everyone has them, you, me,
like it. I appreciate the fact that such everyone.
a little thing can deeply offend the
Think about the word "doctor." Now
sensibilities of some people, in partic- quick, before it goes away, think what
ular, those people I like to offend. You you saw. Was the doctor male or
know who you are.
female? Black, white, Iatino or Asian?
But is it really fair to read into the No matter what, it was prejudice. The
way a person dresses a set of what you societal norm would be the white
perceive to be their values and male, but your life experiences dictate
morals? Isn't that a form of prejudice? what you think of when you hear the
The answer is that of course it is.
simple word "doctor."
To judge a person without ever
Now here's the kicker. There's nothattempting to know what they really ing wrong with prejudices. There is
stand for is prejudice, plain and sim- something wrong with the way they
ple. Some people see my haircut, or are ingrained, but that is a different
lack thereof, and assume that I am a article. When you act on a prejudice,
neo-N azi. That couldn't be further when you yell "Nazi!" at a bald guy for
no reason other than his baldness,
from the truth.

when you behave as if someone from'
another country is intruding on
America, when you treat a young
black man as a criminal because he
is young and black and that is what
the media tells you to do, that is the
point where you lose my respect as a
human being.
:
That is hatred and stupidity and a
show of your own flaws, proof that
you haven't yet learned how tq
mature in your intellect, proof that
you are just another mean, stupid:
logically blind person without even
the vaguest comprehension of what
it is you are here in college to learn.
We don't need this kind of person
in this country or anywhere any.::
more. We have enough problems as
it is without you teaching your kids
the good old family values of igno~
ranee and racism.
Robert Brown is a junior theatre
and journalism major from Owensboro.
·
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Stereotypes
simplify life
Last Wednesday night, I had
the chance to see The Drew
Carey Show, an atypical situation on what is usually my
busiest night of the week.
What I saw confused me. I
am the type of person who
stereotypes simultaneously on
a first encounter with a person.
It is from those first few
moments of interaction that I
gauge this person's personality,
project his or her future actions
and develop my personal opinion of each individual.
Carey could not be stereotyped. Evaluating him for the
first time in the past two years,
I could not place him into a particular stereotype. He was an
alternative-looking individual
who played the accordion in a
rock band after his day job of
crunching numbers.
I tried to place him into a particular "type" but failed miserably. Since I could not stereotype him, I decided I did not
like the show. Not because it
wasn't funny; I died laughing. I
simply could not predict what
he was going to do next and
therefore decided be was not
worth watching.
Humans have a natural tendency to stereotype people upon
first encounters. Stereotyping
people simplifies life. It allows
us to categorize individuals
into specific groups and saves
us time in trying to figure out
each individual we encounter.
It is impossible to fight these
natural urges. Since it is a part
of our personality, why fight it?
However, I will not endorse
people who are closed-minded
and stick to first impressions
and the stereotypes which
directly result from them. First
impressions are almost never
accurate. There is a lot you
cannot know about a person
after the frrst meeting. Responsible people are able to form

In My
Opiuiou ·
DENISE

H IGGINS

opinions about a person hased
on how they are stereotypea
and then use time to analyze·
their opinions.
One of my friends thinks
stereotyping is unnatural. She
thinks humans should be indi~
viduals and be evaluated
according to their individuality..
I agree. People are different
and each one should be judged
accordingly. But at the same
time, until someone gets to
know a person, he or she uses
stereotyping as a crutch in
their relationship development. •
My friend continued, saying
she did not fit into a stereotype.
Whenever I frrst met her, I had
her stereotyped as a nice individual who was an underdog
sympathizer. This stereotype
was not completely accurat~,
but I pursued the friendshipbecause I knew she was openminded and fun because of the1
stereotype in which I place<P
her.
1
Humans should not want to
fit into a stereotype. The world
would become an uninteresting
place if everyone fit perfectly
into these preconceived notions
we call stereotypes. But, by
using stereotypes to classify
people into "possible relation- 1
ships" and "avoid at all costs," '
humans are easily assisted in :
the initiation stages of a rela- :
tionships.
Denise Higgins is the associate
editor of The Murray State
News.

Opinions Should not result in harm, disrespect :.
I

Robert Brown may have
intended his article "Domineering Women Arouse Male Interest" in the Oct. 15 issue to be a
witty, risque treatment of
male-female relationships. If
this was his intention, however, Mr. Brown failed miserably.
The article does not contain a
drop of wit or insight, and
instead is saturated with
immaturity and sexism. Articles of this nature and caliber
only weaken The Murray State
News.
The language of the article

•nMy
()piJiiun
RANDELL
W OLFE

shows Brown is still an immature writer. He swears with
impunity and describes sexually-explicit encounters without
thinking at all about who might

pick up a copy of The News. Not
everyone who reads the school
paper is a college student or
professor, and not all college
students and professors, or
males for 'that matter, appreciate his offensive language and
attitude. There are many alumni who subscribe to the paper,
and I'm sure many of them
have children who might also
decide to read it once in a
while. 1'he Murray Ledger and
Times and other newspapers
self-censor material that may
disturb or offend readers, and

they do so while maintaining
their journalistic integrity. It
can be done.
Brown's lack of skill and selfdiscipline does not worry me as
much as the possible damaging
effects of his message. The idea
women are ruled exclusively by
their emotions, that they are
not "rational and grounded,"
has done much to restrict women's roles in society. This attitude has prevented women
from holding positions of
authority and is probably the
main reason American citizens

refuse to elect a female president. That women are emotional and argumentative is in fact
the main focus of Brown's article; every hateful word spits in
the faces of women and those
who support them.
But more harmful even than
this misconception is the fact
Brown seems to advocate date
rape in the opening party scene
he describes. "The atmosphere
is perfect," he writes. "The
lighting is just right. Most of
the girls are drunk. By all odds,
I stand a damn good chance." A

chance of what? Intelligent conversation? Not likely. What
Brown is describing here is tak- •
ing advantage of a drunk
woman in order to have sex
with her, which is nothing less
than rape.
There are dozens of signs
across campus proclaiming
that "Rape will end when men
become part of the solution,"
Brown's words indicate he is
still part of the problem.
Randell Lee Wolff is a Murray
State professor of English.
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TVA remains in control of LBL area Parents' concerns
•LBL: After a long battle in
the government, the Tennessee Valley Authority
will regain control of Land
Between the Lakes.
BY

C.D.

BRADLEY

SENIOR STAFF WRITER

In the ongoing saga of fund·
ing for Land Between the
Lakes, one thing remains true:
it isn't over 'til it's over.
Last year, after it seemed a
forgone conclusion the Tennessee Valley Authority would
not receive funding for LBL, it
was granted at the last minute.
Along with the funding came a
promise this was the last time;

no more funding would be the omnibus spending bill
forthcoming.
Wednesday morning after it
The script was followed this was passed by the House Tuesyear, when the final energy and day, ending the session so the
water appropriation bill passed fall campaigns could begin in
without a cent for TVA to run earnest.
LBL. Everything, it seemed,
"We have been fighting night
was set for a transfer to the and day so that TVA mainForest Service set up by Rep. . tained control of the LBL, and
Ed Whitfield and Sen. Mitch I, for one, refused to throw in
McConnell. But then retiring the towel when others wanted
Sen. Wendell Ford, in what will to," Ford said in a release afier
probably be his last major act the vote. "This is about honorin a storied career, got the cur- ing a commitment to the
rent fund,ing level of $7 million landowners made years ago
included in the final budget bill and doing the right thing by
for TVA, after legislators those who depend on this area."
promised no more last year. It
Ford also attacked the plan
was made official when Presi- to transfer LBL to the Forest
dent Clinton signed the bill Service. stating that was one of
Wednesday. The Senate passed his reasons for fighting for

retained TVA control.
"Regardless of what others
might say, the Forest Service is
the wrong agency to take over
control of LBL, and we need to
keep fighting to see that money
is available for TVA to continue
doing its job," he said. "A transfer of LBL to the Forest Service
would be nothing but detrimental to Kentuckians."
Anthony Hulen, Whitfield's
press secretary, said the legislation also included the language of the LBL Protection
Act, which provides for the
transfer if funding for TVA to
run LBL drops below $6 million.
"'T'hc safety net is now in
place," he said.

New equine instructional facility opens
STAFF REPORT

·.

There will soon be a new
building on Murray State's
campus. Begun in October
1996, the new equine instruc·
tiona! facility is set to be completed by Oct. 31.
The facility will be used to
house Murray State's rapidly
expanding equine program.
The 180 feet by 240 feet building will feature a 100 feet by
200 feet riding arena as well as
a preparation area and tack
rooms.
As the facility receives more
funding, classrooms as well as
administrative and storage
spaces, will be added to the
building. The facility is intend·
ed to be used exclusively for
equine instructional activity
and will provide year-round
accommodations for all aspects
of the equine program.
The new facility was built
without using funds already
budgeted for the University or

ing, shall be deducted from the
pari-mutual tax and deposited
in a revolving fund to be used
for the construction, expansion
or renovation of facilities or the
purchase of equipment for
equine programs at Kentucky
state universities.
Close to $600,000 for this
project has been deposited into
this fund, with the Council on
Postsecondary Education serving as administrative agent.
What this means for Murray
State is the Kentucky General
Assembly has set up a fund to
Michael WarcVThe New~ provide for the purchase and
Cassidy Wilson, Junior from Enfield, 111.• rakes rocks in the new renovation of a cow barn into a
equine facility In preparation for the grand opening HaJioween new facility for the equine proweekend.
gram.
using state tax dollars. The eral Assembly enacted House
Currently, the University
Higher Education Equine Bill 450 in recogniLion of the offers three academic programs
Trust and Revolving Fund pro- equine industry's support of
for students who plan to work
vided total funding for the con- higher education.
This bill states one-tenth of Y.ith horses. Many of the stustruction of the new equine
instructional facility.
one percent of the total account dent~ enrolled in the equine
The trust fund was created in of money wagered in Kentucky program also participate in the
1992, when the Kentucky Gen- through lotteries and horse rae- MS U equestrian team.

MURRAY STATE UNIVERSI1Y
CURRIS (:ENTER
Oct. 25-28

Sunday-Wednesday
at 7 p.m.
A Dramatized Real Life
Presentation You'll Never Forget!
Played before capacizy crowds

spawn leHer from
Student Affairs
•Adminstration: A letter sent home to parents by
Student Affairs explained the situation of the Hester
fire and what the University is doing.

.

BY CHRISTINE HALL
NEWS EDITOI

Students living on campus and their parents both received
letters from Don Robertson, vice president of Student Affairs,
last week concerning events surrounding the Hester fire.
Robertson said wished the letter would had been sent two
weeks after the incident instead of approximately four. The
letter was meant to update parents on the investigation and
highlighted three issues.
"' talked about the current status of Hester, the investigation and what safety measures were in place,~ he said.
The following is directly quoted from the letter sent Oct. 7.
"The investigation of the ar.aon is spll continuing under the
direction of the Kentucky State Police. This continues to be a
very thorough and confidential investigation. The University
and Alumni Associations have offered two rewardS for information leading to the arrest and conviction of the guilty person. A four year full tuition scholarship and a $30,000 cash
reward are being offered."
Robertson said calls from concerned parents led him to
write the letter.
..Some of the parents, especially those who live far away
from the surrounding area, have tO deal with rumors,"
Robertson said. "The letter was also a response to President
Alexander's article."
One of the issues he !J&id concerning most parents was the
safety measures on campus.
To give relief to parents, the letter also explained what the
University is doing to encourage safety.
"Until the arrest occurs, the security on campus will
remain significantly enhanced. The campus police, city police
and state police have extended their coverage of the campus.
There are more car and foot patrols of the campus and officers are making rounds in each of the residential halls. We
have increased the number ofResidential Advisors and Residential Directors who are on call in each building. These
individuals have increased the number of times they walk on
the floors at night alao."
Robertsqn said he will write another letter in a couple of
weeks specifically to parents of those people in the residential colleges.

.9Lnnua
:Haunted
!forest

Cast of FiJZl'
Sound and Lighting lijfects

Sponsored By
Murray First Assembly of God
Chi Alpha Campus Fellowship
~ursery

HELL'S FLAMEW

A OftAMATll!.O REAL UF£ PRESENTAnOH YOU'Ll NEVER FOAGET!

FREE ADMISSION
& Children's Ministry Provided

Oct. 22-·24
and
o~ct. 29~ -31

For More Information Call:
753-6695

Ticket Sales
begin at
7 p.m. Nightly

~1illl®S)~

WilllCID

1998-1999 Who's Who Among Students
in American Universities and Colleges
Applications avatlable in the
Office of Student Affairs Ordway Hall 762-6831

Tickets $4
Located at the MurrayCalloway Co. Fairgrounds on
Highway 121 just north of
Murray

Deadline: October 30
Eligibility:
3.0 GPA; Graduating in December 199R. May or August 1999;
Demonstrated Campus and Community Leadership and Involvement

Group discounts with advanced
reservations. Call 767-0370
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OnC:an·LjJus
Heartland Women's
Show returns
The 7th annual KFVS 12
Heartland Women's Show
will take place Saturday
from I 0 a.m. to 6 p.m. and
Sunday from noon to 5
p.m. at the Show Me Center in Cape Girardeau, Mo.
This year's show will
have booths and displays
featuring health and medical information at the
medical pavilion, special
fashion shows featuring
the latest trends in women's apparel and a shopping
pavilion.
There will also be food
and drink samples available
at th'e Schnucks · Food
pavilion, cooking demonstrations on the cooking
stage and a chance to star
in special on-air promotional spots for the Friends
show that airs on KFVS 12
at 6:30p.m.
Tickets are available at
Schnucks, JCPenny and the
Sh~w Me Center in Cape
Girardeau for $2. Tickets
at the door are $3. Kids I 0
and under are free.
For more information
contact Paul Keener at
(573) 335-1212.

Carbondale fall festival
arrives this weeke nd
The fall festival presented by the Mid-America
Crafters Assodation will
be in Carbondale, Ill. in the
SIU Arena on Saturday
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. and
Sunday from I I a.m. to 5
p.m.
There will be hundreds
of handmade arts and
crafts including jewelry
and clothes, decorative
items such as paintings,
dolls, woven baskets and
pottery, holiday items such
as gift baskets and wreaths
featured at more than 80
. booths.
For more information
call the SIU Arena at (618)
453-5341.

Pleides Theatre
presents Stars of
the Fut ure
The Pleides Theatre
Company is presenting its
second annual Stars of the
Future New Play Festival.
It features three one-act
plays and one ten-minute
play. The plays, Sitting on

Santo, Flood, Health and
Beauty, and Kilroy Was
Here, will be performed at
the MeX Theatre in the
Kentucky Center for the
Arts on Oct. 30, 3 I and
Nov. I and 8 at 2 p.m. and
again on Nov. 6 and 7 at 8
p.m.
Ticket prices are $1 0 for
adults and $8 for Pleides
members, students, senior
citizens, the disabled and
. groups of I0 or more.
Tickets can be ordered
through the Kentucky
Center for the Arts Box
Office at (502)584-7777.

Briefs compiled by Heather
Martin, staff writer
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Singer sends message through music
one is accepting of it and pleasantly surprised."
STAFF W RITER
Brandon Karstetter, a student staff member of Murray
When people attend concerts,
Christian Fellowship helped
they are there to watch the perusher people to their reserved
former put on a show. That is
seats before the concert and
not what Rebecca St. James
helped take down the equiphas in mind for her audience.
ment afterward. He talked to
St. James, a Forefront
some of the backstage people
recording artist, wants to
and realized they pray before
encourage her audience to live
they even unload the truck.
"radically with God and fall
This, along v.ith the things
deeper in love with him and
St.
James said throughout her
worship him." This was evident
concert
about prayer and knowin her concert Tuesday night in
ing
it
was
a prayer-driven minLovett Auditorium, with 1,400
istry,
was
powerful to Karstetpeople from the campus and
ter
because,
"prayer is somecommunity in attendance.
thing
the
Lord
has been conDuring the concert, St.
victing
me
of
lately."
James, an Australian native,
"Prayer is something very
pointed upward as a sign of
personal
to me," he said. "Her
who she was glorifying and
lifestyle
just
reflects some speserving.
cific
things
I
believe."
"I want people to know that I
St. James surrendered her
am a person that seriously
life
to God when she was eight
loves God," St. James said. "I
years
old and has since claimed
don't want people leaving the
20:24
to live by.
Acts
concert thinking about me. My
"When
I
read · 'I don't care
Foreiront Rfford)
ministry points to God. I want
about
my
own
life," she said. "1
to deflect the glory and point it Rebecca St. James, Christian artist, tries to reach people
gain
perspective
and continue
back to him."
through her music. She perfonned In Lovett Auditorium
to
serve
God
faithfully."
Shawn Dunnaway, a radio Tuesday night to I ,400 fans.
Being on tour has the potenpersonality for WAAJ-FM and
tial
to be draining on the body
"Prayer is a powerful thing,"
coordinator of the concert, saw singers, St. James does not
and
spirit. St. James. however,
St.
James said. "I poured so
her previously in Paducah, and back away from explicit biblical
along her fami-ly, includbrings
much
love,
time
and energy
noticed •the focus on outreach lyrics. Her new 'album, Pray,
ing
both
of her parents, five
into
this album as a chance to
and realized it was more than which was released last Tuesyounger brothers and one little
that
God
is
callremind
people
just a concert. He wanted day, is her most recent attempt
ing us to humble ourselves and sister, while on tour. They help
W~. a Christian radio sta- of this. It was inspired by Secher stay grounded.
pray artd seek Him.''
tion in Hardin, to welcome such ond Chronicles 7:14 and her
UVour family will treat you
St. James, who currently
personal experiences with calls Franklin, Tenn., home, the same wherever you are,"
an event.
"Rebecca, to me, is the most pray<:r.
has a personal philosophy of she said.
ministry-focused artist I've
"Second Chronicles 7:14 says praying before everything,
The ministry St. James pre·
seen," he said. "She talks about so much about our prayer lives including interviews, recording sents with her touring is not
life and most importantly her as Christians, most important- sessions and concerts.
only hers, but a family and
commitment to God .. She chal- ly, that people 'humble them"People react to my praying crew effort.
lenges the audience and takes selves and pray.' It is a timely before interviews difTcrently,"
"Although Rebecca's message
a bold stand."'
message lo us, the nation, the she said. "People understand was so real, the thing that I
prayer is powerful. Most every- wns most impressed with her
Unlike
some
Christian world,"' St. James said., ,..
BY KRISTIN HILL

was her family and crew," Dunnaway said. "They were so
good. They acted so professional. This was by far the
smoothest, best concert we
(WAAJ) have ever put on."
Throughout her concert, St.
James asked the audience
questions. quoted scripture and
offered wisdom.
"It was very spiritually
uplifting," Tom Holcomb Jr., a
member of the Newman House
Catholic Campus Ministry,
said. "It allowed me to have a
deeper awareness of my spirituality and my faith, and it
showed how God's presence is
everywhere and in my daily
life."
St. James shared that Mother Teresa was a hero she looked
up to for a long time and one of
the most spec-ial times in her
life was when she had the
opportunity to travel to Calcutta almost exactly a year ago.
This was a month or so after
her death, she said, and she
could still see the effects of
Mother Teresa's life.
"You might never know," she
said as a challenge to the audience. "You might be the only
.Jesus that person ever sees."
She offered an invitation to
take a step out of the seat and
come up in front of the stage as
a sign of a newly surrendered
life to Christ or a dedication to
be stronger and walk more consistently with God. Many people responded and St. James
encouraged them by suggesting
they read the Bible, pray and
fellowship with other Christians.
As Dunnaway said, "The surrenders and dedications are
what it is all about."

Practice

n

makes

1--'erfect
Students have been practicing for the production of
Jesus Christ Superstar, to be
presented Nov. 13 to 15 and
19 to 21 in the Robert E.
Johnson Theatre.
Tickets go on sale Nov. 2 to
the general public. Tickets
are $10 for the general public. $8 for MSU faculty and
staff, senior citizens and students from other schools.
MSU students get in free
with a valid student 10.

O.mny Vowell/ The News

Above: Shahara Love Nail gets
into character.
Right: Amanda Haney, junior
from Louisville, Deidre Mims,
sophomore from Decatur,
Ala. and Shahara Love Nail,
junior from ,G lasgow, practice
the routine while Carolyn
Thomas, guest lecturer and
dance professor, instructs
them.

Agent informs students on high profile job
downs, but she enjoyed it.
''1 began in college as a physical eduAsSISTA"'T COLLEGE LIFE EDITOR
cation major at the University ofMuryKaren Barry, a Secret Service agent lnnd," she said. "After a year of teaching
who works out of Louisville, visited I realized it wasn't for me. 1 had t.akcn
Murray State on Wednesday to speak to some criminal justice pass or fail coursthe criminal justice department and es 'in college and liked them so I decided
to try thaL field instead."
others about her occupation.
Barry said she started out as a field
Barry said she has been working with
ofliccr
and joined the Secret Sen·ice,
the Secret Service for 23 years. She
because
nt th£> time it was the only place
focused on what the Secret Service's
hiring.
responsibilities are and how college s tu·
"I was quickly assigned to New York,"
dents can get into the occupation.
s
he
said . ''Taking the New York job was
"When the Secret Service fir$t began,
probably
the best thing I ever did . Peo·
its main mission was to investigate
ple
in
the
..-ervice say if you can work a
counterfeit currency," she ~nid. "Around
case
in
New
York you can work a case
1901 things changed and the responsinnywherc."
bilities expanded to include protecting
When Barry started in New York she
the president."
was
one of only nine women agents in
Barry said the service's responsibilithe
SccrE.'t
Service. The service employs
ties continued to expand through the
Mound
2,000
agents.
years. The service now not only docs
"'fhcy
made
it really tough for me at
these things but also protects the acting
tirflt,"
she
said.
"It was a macho plact'
president's family, former presidents.
wanted
me to quit, but I stuck
an<.llhey
presidential candidates and foreign
with
it."
heads of state and government. Th~
She said sLicking with it really paid
Secret Service also investigates compuLer fraud, cell pttone fraud and financial oil', because in the future many of the
people she worked with in New York
fraud.
"If you want to be in the Secret SeJ'· becamE> supervisors and heads of service, put on your best suit, stand in vice. Eventually, Barry was assigned t.o
front of a mirror for eight and a hnlf Nixon's detail, but it was only for n
hours, don't go to the bathroom and see short time.
''When Nixon got out of oflice, he
how you Like it," she :-;aid.
Barry said the job did have its ups and signed off,"· she ..-aid. "ThiE> nwnn~ he
BY REKA A SHLEY

rlccidcd he didn't want the protection
nnymore. He felt it was a waste of taxpayers' money since he was no longer in
omce."
Barry said she was assigned to Reagan's detail shortly after, because of her
expertise with horseback riding. She
said Reagan often took long rides, and
ugonts wen: needed that could shoot on
horseback.
"It was one of my mo:;t memorable
times on t.hc job," she said. "I got to
troin other agents to ride horses, and
got to go \\ith Reagan on his rides at
Camp Dnvid. He knew my name."
Barry said at one point in her career
her job was to handle threats on the protect.ees.
''The White House is the biggest nut
magnet in the world," she said . "We
have to make n decision very quickly
when we sec these people whether they
really want lo hurt our protectees."
Barry is now the. Secret Service agcnl
in charge of the Louisville field office.
She said thnt to get into the occupalwn, students must apply for the job.
"Twenty-five years is the career path."
she said. "Agents usually start out making nrountl $29,000 a year, and it can be
mure if they cuter during an election
year."
Burry said the benefits are good, and
the government will pay a portion of the
l'X~n sc if they reassign an agent t.o a

new place. She said the agents also
travel with the people they protect.
"T once went to Bali, Indonesia," she
said. "We stayed at five star hotels. It
was great. In this job you do get to see
the world."
However, all of the perks of the job do
not come easy. Students who want to
enter the field will have to do some
extensive training.
"People entering the service have to
first spend nine weeks at the Federal
Law Enforcement Training Center in
Georgia," she said. "They learn how to
shoot, get in shape and learn things
important to the job."'
Once this training is complete, more
is still required. This includes an additional 11 weeks at the Secret Service
academy.
"Once you have the job, the government allots three hours a day for physical training," she said.
She said when she first began many of
the agents were overweight and many
smoked. but in the mid-'80a things
changed.
"You used to see donuts and cofTee on
the tnbles," she said. "Now there is no
smoking and it's bran muffins and
juice."
Barry said the Secret Service is hoping lo hire 488 new people this year.
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Rammstein rocks as a band should
Musicl?evieu ~
kyle Shadoan

Rammstein - Sehnsucht
~f

Rammstein. For many peoI need not say more, espedally if you know someone
' froin Germany, which is where
· the band originates. All you
fwill hear from them is stuff
" like, "Ja,ja, Rammstein rocks!"
or "Ja, they kick a::;s!" But for
those of you who are deprived
from the privileges of a foreign
e}(change student or MTV, you
•.shquld check out Rammstein.
,. They really do rock!
, ' Since most people aren't Ger...man majors or don't have a for11 eigner following them around
all the time, it is hard to
'understand a word of what the
., band is saying on its new
~ album, Sehnsucht. But that
· doesn't really seem to matter.
By just listening to the sound
and feel of the .music, the emo' tion of the band is evident.
Rammstein also provides two
_.of the tracks, ..Engel" and "Du
'H~st," in English for those less
fortunate listeners. Part of the
lyrics for "Du Hast" in English
are as follows: "You/You
hate/You hate meNou hate me
to say/And I did not obey."
But the band's nationality is
;not the only thing that gives it
unique sound. The lead
singer's voice is very deep and
~ pie,
J

1

MOl!)r Musk:

I

ra

Rammstein offers hard-core music mixed with German lyrics.

scruffy
sounding,
which
reminds me of Marilyn Manson. Since the Jyrit.'S are in German, Rammstein's mu~:~ic is the
main thing that is really
appealing. They use hard and
fnst guitar pieces rnixcd with
keyboards, or sometimes violin
sounds.
The band has a hard
rock/techno sound that is very
much like Nine Inch Nails.
Rammstcin also has a female
vocalist backup on several
songs, which gives the songs a
mysterious sound. Each song
on Sehnsucht has it's own

uni<.jue sound that still rocks,
giving the album a good variety.
If you have scon the group on
MTV, you have probably seen
the video for ..Du Hast." Personally, 1 find thi.s video t.o be
one of the most interesting
videos of late. It has received
critici:sm that it promotes hate
or violence, which is kind of
ironic stnce must of the critics
probably don't even undersland completely what the
lyrics nre saying (of course, not
that I do either). It seems evident to me through the video

and lyrics in the English version, they are portraying the
situation and emotions and letting the viewers determine
their own opinions. Just
because someone is portraying
something does not mean he is
promoting it.
With the release of their
debut album Herzeleid in 1995
and Sehnsucht in late 1997,
Rammstein is standing on finn
ground. They have reached an
international status and are
one of the few bands from
somewhere other than England to reach this large of a fan
base . Despite not knowing
what exactly they are saying, I
would recommend this album
to everyone.
Sehnsucht - A+

STAFF WRITER

As a way to teach the community and campus about different cultures, the Institute
for International Studies is
sponsoring the annual Inter~
national Bazaar on Wednesday from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. in
the Curris Center.
"The different international
students on campus will create
di1:1plays on their home coun-

tries using the paraphernalia
and materials they brought
from home," Isis Chaverri,
international student adviser
in the Institute for [nternational Studies offices, said.
She said the primary job is to
promote acllvitie::~ and organize the mternational stu•
dents.
"The students present their
country to everyone," Chavcrri
said . "Some of them even contact their embassy for more

infc>rmation. Our purpose is to
provide the community, especially the children, with exposure to other countries."
This is an annual event that
takes place each fall on a
Wednesday in October, with a
constant
goal
Chaverri
described as "intornational
exposure.:»
In past years, she said the
bazaar has altracted as many
as 500 children from area
schools. Also, faculty and stu-

Sunset Boulevard Music
#7 Dixieland Center on Chestnut St.
Just 1 block from MSU Dorms!!!
Monday-Saturday 10 a.m.- 6 p.m.
753-Q113

s 1 DO· Off
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MeChanical Animals
2. Outkast - ~quimini
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3. Jay-Z - Vol. 2 Hard Knock
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•Bible study- MCF house, 7 p.m.
•Extra hour - Daylight saving time ends. Remember to tum back
clocks.
•Sunday school - Chi Alpha, Hart lobby, 10 a.m.
•Fall festival - Hand made crafts, Southern Illinois University Arena,
11 a.m. to 5 p.m. For more information phone (618) 453-5478.

4. Kom - FOllow the Leader )
5. Monifa -

Mo~ogany
\

Top Count{Y

.
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Travis Tritt::- No Mof8·Look-

ing Over My Shoulder
Source: Terrapin

Monday, Oct. 26
•Monday Night Live - BSU, 6 p.m.
•Bible study- Chi Alpha, Hart lobby, 9 p.m.
•Pumpkin painting - Curris Center Domino's, 3 to 5 p.m.

Tuesday, Oct. 27

Station

John Simtinowitz/The News

dents stop in during their
lunch breaks or other free
times.
The Institute for International Studies has sent out
invitations to area schools,
including those in Murray and
Calloway County and surrounding counties, once again
this year.
The International Bazaar is
free and will be on the second
floor of the Curris Center.
Everyone is invited to attend.

•Red ptn bowling - Curris Center Game Room, 6 to 9 p.m.
•Swing dance lessons - Curris Center Ballroom, 7 to 8 p.m.
•Bible study - Newman House, 5 p.m.

Wednesday, Oct. 28
•Worship - MCF house, 7 p.m .
•Meeting - SGA, 5 p.m.
•Free meal - Open to all University students, Newman House, 5 p.m.
•Bible study- Chi Alpha, 3rd floor Curris Center Theater, 7 p.m.

Thursday, Oct. 29
•TNT - BSU, 6 p.m.
•Hlp Hop lessons - Curris Center, 7 to 8 p.m.
.Cinema International - Celestial Clockwork, a 1995 film from France,
Curris Center Theater, free admission, 7:30 p.m.
•Prayer meeting - Chi Alpha, Third floor Curris Center Sofa Lounge,
7:15a.m.
'

Farris Auction Co.
P.O. Box 149

Any Compact. Dlsct
Car Stereo Specialist - Custom lnstallativn

•ACT testing - Business Building, Room 452, 8 a.m. Phone 762-3383
for more information.
•Fall festival - Hand-made crafts, Southern Illinois University Arena, 9
a.m. to 5 P·f!l· For more Information phone (618} 453-5478.
•Intercollegiate horse show - West Kentucky Exposition Center, 8
a.m. Phone 762-3125 for more information.
.Cinema International - I, The Worst of All, a 1990 film from Argentina, Curris Center Theater, free admission, 7:30p.m.
•Concert - Brian Howe, formerly of Bad Company, Executive Inn
Riverfront, Paducah, $23. Phone 1-800-866-3636 for more information.

Sunday, Oct. 25

1. Marilyn Manson -

Off

Expires 11-6

Saturday, Oct. 24

Top 5 COs of the week

International Bazaar displays cultural variety
BY KRISTIN Hill

Friday, Oct. 23
•Quad State String Festival - All day, Lovett Auditorium.
•Scheduling - Priority deadline to submit application for admission in
order to pre-schedule for Spring 1999.
•Orientation - Fall 1999 student teachers, Barkley Room, 3 to 4:30
p.m.
•Screening- Speech and hearing screening. 1 to 4 p.m.
•Intercollegiate horse show - West Kentucky Exposition Center, 5
p.m. Phone 762-3125 for more information.
.Cinema International - I, The Worst of All. a 1990 film from Argentina, Curris Center Theater, !ree admission, 7:30 p.m.

Hazel~

Ky 42049

of regular pl1o.cl metc:htllldiM Dol-:, not velld In c;omblnallon wtth arw 0111.. apedalo , Cllacounta or ollere

Real Estate and Personal Property

'492-8796
"Antz"
CPG>

Available Tuesday
October 27, 1998

Surtlll(' Sandr• Bull"'k

••Practical Magic"

On florne Video

(PG-13)
s ...-.. ~ lenrul<r l •lly

"Bride of Chucky"
(R)

"Ru•h Hour"
(J)G·l3)
~wno,:

li:un R ""~ll

"Soldier"
(R)
~ -'--"'Ga~ 1:30
"Urban Legend"
3::JA p.m

(R)

7:20p.m,
9:25

SlmiDJ. W1lliam II M"'Y

will be at the Wai-Mart SuperCenter Oct. 30 from 3·8 p.m.
A <I>L will be handing out candv to the children.
For safetv awareness, the Murrav Police Department will be
handing out safetv brochures and fingerprinting children.

".P lensanhille"
(PG-13)

Matinu.r &murlay and S1ui(/Qy Utdy!
MundJJy-Thursdu_v Nightr
pa)' unly SJ "ith M~U J.D.

For further details,
contact Keith Logsdon
762·2008

Parents who wish to
have their children
fingerprinted can come
bv lor free.
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Auction
benefits
students
BY TARA SHELBY

baqnts for Iatr,--ntgbt frigbt

(~pookp

~·H~unte<( Forest - ,l he ~urray/C~IIoway Cqunty

Farr Board's anf!Yal haunted forest in Murray is Oct. 22 to
24 and Oct. 29 to 31 at the Murray/Galloway County fair·
grounds on Highway 121. ).icket sales besJ!n at 7 p.m. each
night and admission is $4t Group dl$counts a~ avatlabte.
Phone 76z1070
mote information.
)
•Hauntest Hou~t1'n.-AIP.tta Delta Pi's,and Arpha Sigma
Phi's ~I have a h!untedhouse In-the
Health aerp~ics
roo") on
29; ltl~U .run from 5:30 to~ PiJ"· AdmisSion is·
(.
fre$. Phone 79,.2..0~4 for more lnformatioQ:
~aunted House - Thi~Jrhaunt~ house is located in Hop·
1 kinsvllle at the Bradforp Squ~rear eQtrance. It will tie
9~0ct. 29 to 3f ~ begin at 6:30 p.m. each night.
~dmissto:n ·s $4-Jmone \502) 887-4290 for more informa, \ \
~. \
tion.
\ \'
'fear F~ctory ~e Fear fact!Jry i~ lo~te~ in ·downtown
Clafksvtlle,:Jen~\at 1138 F:ranklin St. It is across from Mobley's1Meat Pac~ ft will~ open dct./29 to 31 and begin
at 7
each nigtlt. t~dmi~sion is $5. P~one (931) 5524681 for. more inform~tion. I j / I
.
•f-!aunted HO';Iae - ~i~ spooky experi~nc~ is' toeated at a
p~~ate· hom~o...CI~~ttp, Tenn., at 3116 Larson Lane in
• the De!¥.Jrarl subdiVisio(l. It will be open Oct. 29 to 31 and
run !rom J'tp 1op:jn. ~dmissJon is free;_ A gro~ of local
engrn~ers r~vE)~Lit th~ir skJifs to good use. Plione (931)
358·5939 for m9re ir)(ormation.
•Haunted Jiol,JSe - :the <i Mayfield/Graves County Law
Enforcement
Expldrer Post #500 ,Is. , sponsoring
a haunted
l-'
,
I
~oct. 2.7 to 31. It is located at the old Dollar Genhouse yom
f
eral Storlbuildfhg in Mayfield Shopping Plaza. It opens at 6
!h •nh!t. Donatrons
I .
f
p.fl).(.ea/--nrl::l'_
are accepted
as admission.

/9!

cart

qct.

STAFf WRIHR

The art department is sponsoring its
fifth art auction on Nov. 6 at the Eagle
Gallery to raise money for art scholarships, Dick Dougherty, chairman of
the art department, said.
The works can be viewed in the
g8.llery all day. Refreshments will be
served starting at 6 p.m., and the auction will begin at 7:30p.m. There will
also be a silent auction at the end to
auction off all the remaining pieces.
There is no admission cost to any part
of the auction.
There will be approximately 50
works donated by faculty and students, Dougherty said. There will be a
mixture of many types of works
including paintings, sculptures, photography and jewelry.
Nearly everything that is donated
will be used in the auction, but there is
a jury to weed out inappropriate
pieces. Thirty-five to 40 students will
donate their works.
More than half of the art department faculty will contribute to the
auction, Fred Shepard, professor of
art, said. Shepard intends to donate
his ceramics for the cause.
"1 do it to support the students,"
Shepard said. "Scholarships are hard
to come by."
Shepard, like many of the faculty,
has donated works in previous years.
The expected attendance is 90 to 120
people, which is consistent with the
attendance of the previous five years.
Last year the department earned
$5,300 for scholarships, Dougherty
said.
"It's a good, fun time," Dougherty
said. "People come o'Ut' a nd try to find
things at a reasonable price."

p,m.

J

·

~/
John

Simanowitz/The News

New dean receives.
board appointment
BY )ULLE WOLFE
STAFF WRITER

The dean of the College of Education,
Jack Rose, was recently appointed to the
Education Professional Standards Board. ·
Rose was appointed to the position by
Gov. Paul Patton.
Rose believes he was chosen because of
his work with the Kentucky Educational
Reform Act.
"I worked through the reform movement
with other superintendents when the
whole thing was starting," Rose said.
The Education Professional Standards
Board consists of 17 members representing
all different aspects of Kentucky's education system. Rose will serve as one of the
three members on the board who will represent higher education.
Board responsibilities include establishing requirements to obtain and maintain a
teaching certificate in Kentucky. The
board also evaluates programs that pre·
pare teachers and other school personnel
at the university and school district level,
sets up standards for teacher competence
and establishes a professional code of

ethics for the teaching community.
The board is responsible for submitting
reports to the governor and the Legislative
Research Commission on all of its findings.
"I've had a lot of experience with the certification process that we have in Kentucky and that is one of the things the
board does," Rose said.
Rose is not the first Murray State dean
to serve on the board. The board was
established in July 1990 as part of the
Kentucky Education Reform Act. Janice
Weaver, dean of the College of Education
from 1985 to 1997, was the first chair of
the Education Professional Standards
Board.
Before coming to Murray State this year,
Rose worked as director of schools for
Maury County school district, located in
Columbia, Tenn. Rose also served more
than 20 years as superintendent of ·callowfl.y County Schools.
In addition to his new appointment to
the Education Professional Standards
Board, Rose also is a member of the Kentucky Council on Higher Education and is
a former president of the Southern Association of Accreditation of Teacher Education.

Racer team to be unveiled at Fan Jam
BY REKA ASHLEY
AsSISTANT (OUECE LIF£ EDITOR

Saturday the Murray State
Racer basketball team will
take it to the hoop for the first
time this season at Racer Fan
Jam in the Regional Special
Events Center.
"It's the first chance for the
public to get a look at the
team and be introduced to the
new coach," Tab Brockman,
assistant .atl:lletic di~ctor:
said.
Fan Jam begins at 4 p.m.,

and admission is free. The
event will include a number of
activities to get fans pumped
up for the upcoming season.
"For the first time i~ a couple of years the team will
actually scrimmage," Brockman said. "There will also be
a spirit contest an'd a slam
dunk contest."
The spirit contest is open to
all residential colleges, and
fraternities and sororities.
"The organizations will be
asked to show as much spirit
as possible through signs,

vocals and outrageousness,"
he said. "The prize for the
best spirit is $250 cash."
Brockman said any organizations wishing to participate
should contact the athletic
department.
"We'll probably let the players and coaches judge the contest," he said.
Brockman said the slam
dunk contest should also be
fun to watch.
"It is a contest to see which
player is the best that night,"
he said. "It just gives the

player bragging rights."
Brockman said Fan Jam
is Murray State's version
of Midnight Madness.
However , the athletic
department chose to introduce the team in the afternoon because it is a more
convenient time for everyone, and children are able
to attend.
"We had Fan ,Jam last
year and events similar to
it in the past," he. said.
"It's a tradition . We had a
great cl'owd last year with

around 3,000 people in
attendance."
Another interesting feature
for adults and children alike
is the picture signing.
"Pictures of the team will be
handed out, and after the
scrimmage, the players will
be available for autographs,"
Brockman said.
Brockman said the event
should last about an hour.
Anyone who wants to bring
canned goods for Needline
welcome to do so.
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United Methodist Campus Fellowship
Murray State University
1315 Payne Street
Murray, KY 42071 ·1834
email: umcfOapex.net
web site: www.umcf.com

:
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Serving Mexican Food
and Deli Sandwiches
from
11 a.in. - 11 p.m.
Bar Hours: 1 1 a.m. - Midnight

11 a.m. -8:30p.m. Daily Buffet
Food Bar; Salad Bar & Desert Bar

"15% offwith Coupon"
"10% offwith MSU LD."

Students! Faculty! Communi~yl
All are welcomelll

600 N. 12th St. (Next to Taco John's)
753-8916
Monday- Thursday 10:30 a.m.- 10 p.m.
Friday- Saturday 10:30 a.m. - 10:30 p.m.
Sunday 10:30 a.m.-9:30p.m.

5 PM - - - - - - - - - C h o i r Practice
6 PM -----Sunday Worship Service
6:30PM -----Fellowship and Dinner

lar2nce Dobbins Review Oct. 24

········~················
The Shack Shakers Oct. 31
LOCATED ON 641 S.
1

L--------------------------~

7 PM ------Disciple Bible Study

t-

!

: s~tzeiiiU-111, ..fli411AII & ;ltan~a,lan CMlslntz I

Join Us on Sundays

Rev. Brent Porterfield, Director
parson C etemal.net

CAl•« "8•66~~

12 miles South of the Racer Inn in Murray
901~247-5798
Puryear, TN
Sor. no minors after 9:30 .m.

Grand ·
Opening
Oct. 31

{502)753-9859 FAX 753.,..5

*Costume Contest at 4 p.m.
*Prizes given away
every hour!
*Selling items at SO's prices
~Selling movie tickets
at 75¢ a piece!
~Burger, Drink and
Fries for $1.25
2667 State
Route 94 East

(In Dining Only)

In the Curris Center Theater
at 10 p.m. · Midnight
Oct. 31
Come Dressed in Your
Sponsored by:

107 N. 12th St.

...
\

\
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SportsB'rief~
Cross country goes
to Cookeville
The Murray State cross
country teams will wrap
up their season next
weekend when they travel
to Cookeville, Tenn. for
the Ohio Valley Conference championships on
Oct. 31.

Lady Racers travel
to Memphis
This weekend, the Murray State women's tennis
team will compete in the
University of Memphis
tournament today through
·
Sunday.

Rowing teams
race in Knoxville
The MSU rowing teams
will compete in their final
regatta of the year when
they travel to Knoxville,
Tenn. fur The Head of the
Tennessee Regatta.

Football team gets
week off from play
After last week's defeat
of Eastern Kentucky, the
MSU Racer football team
have a bye week this week.
The Racers will return
to action on Oct. 3 I when
they host Ohio Valley
Conference rival Tennessee Tech for a 2:30 p.m.
matinee.

Briefs compiled by Eddie
Grant, sports editor

Sportltght
Audrey Nelson,
Kenneth Knotts
Audrey Nelson, freshman
from
Co'iorado
Springs, Colo., was named
this week's Ohio Valley
Conference Freshman of
the Week for volleyball.
Nelson, a 5- 10 outside
hitter, was named after
setting a Murray State
record for attacks in a single match with 83 at Tennessee Tech on Oct. 16.
Nelson currently leads
the squad in aces, and is
second in kills and blocks.
Kenneth Knotts, senior
from Houston, was the
top defensive performer
for the Racer football
team last weekend.
Against Eastern Kentucky, Knotts had three
sacks and eight tackles in
the Racers 28-21 victory
over Eastern Kentucky.

FastFact
Gretzky passes
another milesto ne
New York Ranger center
Wayne Gretzky added yet
another foot note to his
sure-to-be Hall of Fame
career this week. In a
game Tuesday night against
the Pittsburgh Penguins,
"The Great One" got the
2,800 goal of his hockey
career.
-,,..,.,. I \I'N
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Racers knock off Colonels
BY jASON BILLINGSLEY
AsSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Facing one of its most important games of the season, the
Murray State Racer football
team prevailed over Ohio Valley Conference opponent Eastern Kentucky Saturday in
Richmond.
Both teams came into the
game trying to overcome disap·
pointing OVC losses from the
previous week. MSU had lost to
Middle Tennessee State, while
EKU lost to Tennessee State.
The Racers came out of the
gates quickly, scoring the first
points of the contest on a oneyard run by Wilbert Smith to
cap off a three-play, 48-yard
drive.

After an EKU punt, the Racers once again went on offense
with a seven-play, 62-yard
drive to put MSU up by 14.
Late in the first quarter, the
Racers took over possession at
their own 29-yard line. MSU
tailback Justin Bivins got the
call, broke a few tackles and
left the Colonel players behind
with a 71-yard touchdown run
to give MSU 21 unanswered
points in the first quarter.
The Colonels answered the
Racers' onslaught in the second
quarter. EKU slowed the pace
of the game down with a 12·
play, 78-yard drive. EKU found
the endzone for the first time in
the game on a 25-yard pass
from EKU quarterback Jon
Denton to Anthony Boggs.

EKU kept its momentum
going before halftime with an
efficient five-play drive, scoring
on a two-yard run by Brian
Dunham, pulling the Colonels
within seven points at half·
time.
Both teams' defenses took
over in the third quarter, not
allowing either offense to drive
down the field. Toward the end
of the quarter, however, the
Racer offense broke through
the Colonels' defensive curtain.
The Racers scored their fmal
touchdown of the game on
another run by Wilbert Smith,
his second touchdown of the
game, to give MSU a 14-point
lead going into the fourth quarter.
EKU add.ed a touchdown

with four minutes left in the
game and regained possession
with under two minutes on the
clock.
The Colonels drove deep into
Racer territory but were
stopped on fourth down to preserve the Racer victory 28-21.
The MSU defense responded
to recent criticism by registering five sacks on Denton, with
MSU defensive lineman Ken·
neth Knotts getting credit for
three of them. The Racer
defense also racked up 69 tackles.
Knotts said the defense felt
challenged to excel on Saturday.
"We came out and responded
well to the critics," Knotts said.

"People had said we might have
been an overrated defense this
year. We took this as a challenge and rose to the occasion."
Knotts said the defense
wanted to attack EKU. ·
..This year, we wanted to
attack the EKU offense instead
of them attacking us," Knotts
said.
Knotts also said the defense
was put to the test on EKU's
final drive of the game.
"Somebody had to turn a big
play for us to win the game,"
Knotts said.
This weekend, the Racers
will get some much-needed rest
as this is their bye week. They
return to action when they host
Tennessee Tech on Oct. 31.

Murray tennis squads score mixed results
BY EDDIE G RANT
SPoRTS EotTOI

This past weekend, the
Murray State tennis
squads competed only
one and a half hours
apart but returned to
Murray with entirely d.if.
ferent results.
The men's team under
Mel Purcell took on some
tough opponents facing
off against players from
Michigan, Kentucky and
Ohio State in a tournament at Lexington.
Freshman Nikola Aracic
advanced to the fmal
round of the tournament,
but fell to UK's top seed
6-2, «N. In order to get to
the final round Aracic
defeated two Michigan

players and one from
Ohio State. Also for the
Racers, Tony Hardman
and Raoul Ba.x won their
first round matches.
Purcell was pleased
with the outcome of this
tournament.

ing of Brooke Berryman
and Maria Alonte contending for a championship. They lost their
final round match by a
score of 8-4 to Louisville's
Nadia Karpol and Manisba Patel.

"This was an unexpected tournament for us," he
said. "This was a great
gauge for us against some
tough competition."

In the consolation
bracket of the tourney
Murray again fell just
short with the doubles
team of Nina SartzKnudsen and Yvonne
Thor losing by a score of
8-2 in the championship.

Meanwhile, just a few
miles down the road in
Louisville, the Murray
State women's team was
competing in a tournament.
.The Lady Racers, who
have had a successful
fall, struggled in this
match with only the pair-

The next competition
for the Lady Racers
comes this weekend
when they will take part
in the University ofMem·
phis Invitational Oct. 23
to 25.

Danny VoweiVThe News

Yvonne Thor, freshman from Bromma, Sweden, returns a volley during practice
Wednesday afternoon at the Bennie Purcell Tennis Courts.

Rifle team defeats UK Golf teams end fall
tournament season
As far as the blue team is concerned,
Steve Jensen led the way posting an
aggregate score of 1496. He was followed
Over' 'the weekend. the :Vmny State by Ann Proctor with an aggregate score of '
rifle . ~ams com~ in a c1ua1 meet 1480, Matthew Liveaay with 1470, Jill
~·• t,AA Univereity of Kentucky in Livesay with a smallbore only score of
1119 and Ken Hicks with a score of375 in
~
When lt wu
said and done. both ab: rifie only.
Murray teQ~t came out ahea4. claiming ".Botli the shooters and I know that they
two of the tbJee spate. lt wu the Murray can do better," Green said. *This is espeState gold team whO won the meet with cially true in air rifle, and that is somean aggregate ecore of6151.
thing we need to work on. We managed to
Marra Ha.stinp led the gold squad to shoot well enough to get the win this
vi~ry; shootiq 1168 in the smallbore time."
eompetition and 387 in the air rifle porUp next for Murray State will be a meet
tion for an .a,gpepte total of 1555. This againat the University of Memphis this
performance also earned her the individ- weekend in Memphis, Tenn.
ual title, winning . , one point over UK'a
Green said this trip isn't just for the
Mary Elaasa.
competition.
~<_Memphis has a relatively young pro"Marra ba8 ahot well all ~eart" Head
Coach: Elvis Green said. •she had a really gram," Green said. "We are going there to
good showing last week at Jacbonville!' help them out by showing they can com·
Hastinp waa supPQrted by strong per- pete against good teams. We have to do
formances from Crystal Kem who shot a what we tan to keep as many rifle teams
1538, Mark W~ldon 1516 and Ken Hiclt8 going."
with 1164 in smallbore only and Emily
On Nov. 1, the rifle team will host Rose
Schefold who garnered an air rifle only Hulman at the Pat Spurgin Rifle Range
score of 378.
inside Roy Stewart Stadium.

BY•EDDIE GRANT
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STAFF REPORT

The Murray State golf teams
struggled in tournament play last
weekend.
The men's team finished 16th in
the 20-team Persimmon Ridge
Intercollegiate hosted by the University of Louisville on Oct. 19 and
20.
The Racers shot a 641 ' for the tworound tournament, one shot behind
15th-place DePaul. The University
of Illinois won the tournament with
a score of 601.
MSU was led by Jason JarVi,
sophomore from Louisville, who tied
for 30th in the individual standings
with a score of 156.
The women's golf team finished
seventh out of 17 teams at the Bale
Chevrolet/Honda Invitational, hosted by Arkansas-Little Rock.

MSU shot a 962 for the three-day
tournament, 40 shots behind team
champion Southern Mississippi.
Murray State was led by Jessica
Widman , junior from Mansfield,
Texas, who tied for eighth place in
the individual rankings with a score
of 232, eight shots behind the
leader.
Other top finishers for the MSU
women were: Tricia Brooks, junior
from Hernando, Miss., who finished
tied for 41st with a score of 245 and
Megan Rces, freshman from Hertfordshire, England, who finished
tied for 48th with a score of247.
This marks the end of the fall season for both teams. The men will
continue their season March 8 and 9
at the New Orleans Classic, while
the women will restart their season
March 15 and 16 with the MSU
Invitational.

Basketball team has momentum; looking to add more
As most of you know, this
year will be the first year the
Racers will play basketball in
their new home, the Regional
Special Events Center. For
most students, RSEC is nothing more than the brick building with the green roof that sits
behind the baseball field. Starting tomorrow, this will all
change.
As a member of the media, I
was able to get a first look at
the new arena, and I was greatly impressed. For starters,
there isn't a bad seat in the
place. Even if someone tall sits
right in front of you, your view
will not be obscured.
This place almost looks like a
carbon copy of a pro stadium,
and I strongly encourage every
lhn lu ht.! a part of the excite-

general public get to see the
basketball teams this year.
Also, it will be the first time the
~portable floor" will •see any
type of basketball action, as a
three-point contest, slam dunk
EDDIE
contest, and scrimmage are
GRANT
scheduled to be held. AJso, it
will be the first time the new
scoreboard will be fired up. The
new floor will be a source of
ment.
civic and University pride with
AJso, the cramped quarters of
a centerpiece that screams
Racer Arena are a thing of the
dominance.
past as this new stadium has
In addition, an autograph
almost 3,000 more seats.
session will be held as part of
Tomorrow Lhe Murray State
the day's festivittes.
basketball teams are throwing
Aside from having a new
the school's largest house house to play in, the Racers
warming party in recent histoalso have other sources of
ry, officially called the Racer
momentum going into this sea·
Fan ,Jam. The celebration will son. This will be the fir1't year
be a day full of firsts. It will be Tcvcstcr Anderson will hl' al
the first time students and the

Sports
Talk·

the helm since Mark Gottfried
departed for a job at Alabama
last year.
Also, the Racers are coming
off their best season in University history with a mark of 29-3
last year.' In addition, Murray
is the owner of the nation's second-longest home winning
streak which now sits at 30
games, trailing only Kansas
who hasn't lost in 56 contests
at home.
Another confidence builder
for the Racers is they only lost
two players because of graduation. De'Teri Mayes and Chad
Townsend are going to be
missed, but they are the only
shoes the Racers have to fill .
This means Isaac Spencer,
Rod Murray, Aubrey Reese and
company will lJe carrying a

great deal of the strength and
dominance from last year into
this season and into their new
home.
To compensate for the loss,
the Racers have brought in four
new players, which should help
out.
The Racers, however, lost
what was going to be a addition
to the Learn. A seven foot center from Poland was lost
becauRe of a new NCAA regulation dealing with foreign-born
players.
The Racers first exhibition
game scheduled for Nov. 3
against VASDA Sports.
The first regular-season
gamt.• h; Nov. 14 at home
against Soulh~ rn Ill inois.
f.'c/dir• Gmnt i.'l the sports editor
of'l'h(' ~lurray State News.

I

~
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Men's basketball team ready for season
the loss of De'Teri Mayes and
Chad Townsend, who graduated.
''Right ofT the bat we lost 35
points in our back court,"
Anderson said. "The gap that
D.T. and Chad left will definitely be a big one to fill."
To try to gain a little ground,
Anderson said the returning
players have worked hard right
from the start.
"When I took this job back i.n
March, I emphasized to the
players that I wanted them to
get faster, stronger and
tougher," Anderson said. "With
the help of coach Willet's out-

BY EDDIE GRANT
SPORTS EOilOR

With the departure of Mark
Gottfried last March, the 1998·
99 Murray State Racers basketball team is gearing up for
season play under new Head
Coach Tevester Anderson.
"l expect to take the program
up to the next level," Anderson
said at Wednesday's media day
press conference. ''I don't see
why we can't be one of the top
teams both in the nation and in
the conference."
One of the first problems
Anderson had to address was

standing conditioning program
and the strength coach's fine
work, the team has gotten in
shape."
With only five practices
under their belt to this point,
Anderson hasn't been able to
fully evaluate the improvements his team has made.
Anderson said Duane Virgil,
Issac Spencer and Rod Murray
have all made improvements to
their game, a fact that he says
will provide his team with a
stronger and tougher front
court._
Additonally, Anderson said
Aubrey Reese is beginning to

show signs of leadership.
"Aubrey has really stepped
up his play, and in my opinion
he could be one of the best
players in the conference,"
Anderson said. "He has really
accepted the challenge and like
most point-guards could prove
to be a leader on this team. And
when your point guard is a
good leader, that tends to
improve the rest of the team as
well."
This year the Racers have
four newcomers to the team,
including touted transfer Marlon Towns.
Towns is a 6 foot 5 inch junior

guard from Memphis, who
should help strengthen the
back court.
"Towns has great feet, hands,
and balance," Anderson said.
He's better than I first thought
he was. He is also a good threepoint shooter, but there is still
room for some improvement."
The other three newcomers
to Murray State, include, Jay
Ragan, a 5 foot 10 inch freshman guan:J from Biloxi, Miss.,
Justin Burdine, a 6 foot 1 inch
freshman guard from Savannah, Tenn. and Blair Hogg, a 6
foot 2 inch freshman guard

Pro Predictions

Racers fall to Arkansas State
BY )ASON BILLINGSLEY
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

•

The Murray State volleyball squad went into
action Tuesday night
against the Arkansas
State Lady Indians in
Jonesboro, Ark.
This match came after
an exhausting five-game
Ohio Valley Conference
loss against Tennessee
Tech last Friday and a
conference victory Satur·
day against Middle Tennessee State.
The Racers won the first
two sets against MTSU
15-4 and 15-5. MTSU
came back to win the third
game 15-7, but the Racers
finished off lhe Lady
Raiders in the fourth
game 15·6.
The Racers were led in
that game by Audrey Nel-

son, who had 14 kills and
9 digs. Rachael Neighbors
was second in kills with
12. Mica Wojinski led the
Racers in assists with 37,
while Rachel Kulp led
MSU in digs with 18.
1'he first game against
Arkansas State was evenly contested. with no distinct statistical advantage
to either side. The game
went into extra points,
with Arkansas State taking the set 17-15.
Racer middle blocker
Rachel Kulp said the first
game was tough.
·•It was pretty intense,"
Kulp said. "We gave it all
we had, but we had a hard
time finishing. We didn't
give up, however."
'!'he second game saw a
decline in the Racers'
attack percentage, dropping from .217 in the first

game to .073 in the second
game. The Lady Indians
used this to their advantage, winning the secon~
game 15-10.
The third game was all
Arkansas State. The Racers once again had trouble
keeping their intensity,
and it showed in the stats.
Arkansas State finished
the match with a 15-4 win
in the final game.
Kulp said Arkansas
State had the momentum
throughout the match.
"They started with the
momentum, and kept it
going throughout the
whole match," Kulp said.
"They had a lot of intensity, it was hard to matchup
to!'
Jessica Wood led all
Racers in kills with 14, an
attack percentage of .270
and also contributed 11

Yickett

digs. Ohio Valley Conference Freshman Player of
the Week Audrey Nelson
added seven kills for MSU.
Kulp contributed 10 kills
for the Racers.
MSU is now 9-12 on the
year. The Racers are currently in fifth place in the
OVC, with a 6-4 conference record. Eastern lllinois is in first place in the
OVC with a perfect 11-0
conference record, followed by Southeast Missouri State, Tennessee
Tech and Austin Peay
State.
The Racers will play two
home matches this weekend at Racer Arena.
Tonight, the Racers face
Eastern Kentucky at 7
p.m. The Racers then have
an afternoon meeting with
Morehead State Saturday
at 2 p.m.
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CENTRAL
MINNESOTA 6·0
GREEN BAY 4·2
TAMPA BAY 3·3
DETROIT2..
CHICAG02·5

John Simanowitz/The News

~011.

CI>L w~h Hal111a1 l':hdtJil 1'rU<.k bn,.,
Ill) J-R4/i.O.j(J"

.

DALLAS 4-3
NY GIANTS 3-4
ARIZONA3-4
PHILADELPHIA H!
WASHINGTON 0·7

WEST
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Jason Billingsley

EAST

JACKSONVILLE 5·1
PITISBURGH 4-2
TENNESSEE 3-3
CINCINNATI 2-4
BALllMORE 2-4

DENVER6-0
KANSAS CITY 4-2
OAKLAND 4·2 •
SEATTL.E3-3
SAN DIEGO 3-4

BASEl)

1111111<-.:l :md :m: av:ul.lhlc on u rust corq.,
for.« sen c fla.,i.... You mlt'll have 1-yc-.tt
vcrifi~ble 011! l'Xpenmn: ~ntl :. Cl>l·A
"'1th Hamo:u. C.IJ rnun~•hatdy! Con-Way
Tru•:kl•~•d S<;l'\·in.-,, HIJQ-'i55<:1l11'S C.N!l7l

Eddie Grant

ST LOUIS vs San Francisco
San Francisco 16 San Francisco 14 San Francisco 10
NEW ORLEANS vs Tampa Bay
Tampa Bay2
NeW Orleans 3
Tampa Bay 3
MIAMI vs New England
_
New England 3
Miami 7
New England 4
TENNESSEE vs Chicago
Tennessee 8
• Tennessee 14
Chicago 6
CAROLINA vs Buffalo
Carolina 4
Buffalo 6
Buffalo 10
NY JETS vs Atlanta
New York 8
Atlanta 7
New York 6
Minnesota 10
DETROIT vs Minnesota
Minnesota 10
Minnesota 10
Seattle 9
~ DIEGO vs Seattle
Seattle 6
Seattle 8
OAKLAND vs Cincinnati
Oakland 6
Cincinnati 6
Oakland 3
DENVER vs Jacksonville
Denver 10
Denver 7
Denver 7
GREEN BAY vs Baltimore
Green Bay 10
Baltimore 3
Green Bay 7
KANSAS CllY vs Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh 1
Pittsburgh 3
Kansas City 3
Home teams capitalized
*Picks and margin of victory
Records thus far
62-32
56-38
57-37
Last week
7-6
9-4
8·5
LEAGUE STANDINC: S THROIJr,H WEEK 7
AFC
NFC

Classifieds
PERSONALS

from
Vancouver,
British
Columbia, Canada.
The Racers will get two 'pre:
season' wann up games before.
starting the season. The first
game will be played Nov. 3
when they will face VASDA.
Sports in an exhibition contes! ...
The team will then play its .
second and final exhibition
match-up Nov 9. against Worl<:t"'
Wide Basketball. Both games
will be in the Regional Special
Events Center.
The Racers then commence
regular season play on Nov. 14
when they host Southern nti-=-·
nois at 6 p.m .

Weekend Special
Starting at $9.99/day
300 miles free
(unlimited mileage available)

For Immediate Free Pick-up

Call753·3400

Monday - Friday 10 a.m to 5 p.m.
Saturday. - 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

~·

-----

..
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Advisory Committee.
Hannon said' the library committee had been organized for
about a year, and the committee
incorporates the eight state universities in Kentucky as well as
community colleges, technical
schools, public schools and public
libraries.
Each state university is represented on the committee and
there is one representative for
community colleges and technical
schools, one representative for
public libraries and state supported agencies and one representative
for
independent
schools.
Hannon said the main focus
right now is to get in requests for
proposals for online databases to
connect with full-text journal
articles. The committee is also
trying to get the hardware and
software for the libraries to con·
nect online. He said the target
date for everything to be up is in
1999, but the exact dates are still
to be detennined.

'The response bas been very
good by correspondence and the
Continued from Page l
Internet, and it helps students
that have conflicting work schedspeech pathology. It is one of ules and can't come to class,"
seven pilot projects funded by the ,Jones said. "We'd like to think
CVU. The other schools involved that it would cater to the students
are Western Kentucky Universi- that are non-traditional, but if
ty, EKU and the University of they are on campus we'd also like
them to take classes that arc onKentucky.
"It's using distance learning campus."
Verkerk said Internet courses
technologies to provide educational things for all people in Ken- are somewhat tougher than regutucky to take training, courses lar classes and require more
and things like that," he, said. work.
"The online courses arc labor·
"Eventually everything wil1 be
intensive, and it might scare off
offered anywhere at any time."
Brockway said several multi- students," she said. "I don't think
media components will be that online courses will take over
regular classes."
involved in the CVU.
Jones said the CVU will be simStudent computability
ilar
to what MSU students are
One might wonder how Interfamiliar
with.
net or correspondence classes will
cater to the average student. The CVU Library
A component of the CVU is the
Verkerk said those who have
heavy work schedules would be Commonwealth Virtual Library,
more apt to take correspondence which is also in the process of
being fonned. The CVL is a first
or Internet classes.
"There are some people that step in the implementation of the
can benefit from computer cours- CVU, according to a memo
es, like people who work," she regarding the project.
Coy Harmon, the dean oflibrar·
said. "1 have people who are
retired and just want to take a ians at MSU, is part of the com·
mittee fonning the library. Harclass."
Kendra Jones, a worker for the mon is the University's represen·
Center of Continuing Education tative on the Steering Committee
at MSU, agrees with Verkerk. and University President Kern
The CCE has been offering Inter- Alexander is MSU's representative on the Distance Learning
net classes for four semesters.

Influences and effects
One of the first virtual universities has proved to be an influence
on the construction of these multimedia projects, Brockway said.
"Most of the major universities
are pulling in this direction," he
said. "One of the biggest efforts
that is taking place is a state in
the West starting a Western Gov-

The Murray State News
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ernors' Virtual University that
has been used as a model for
other virtual universities."
While most universities offer
courses over the Internet, few
have come together and put
together a learning experience
like this, Brockway said .
"One of the major differences is
we are doing this as a collabora·
tive eflort," he said. "Many nni·
versities do this as an individual
effort. This 1s a whole new
endeavor in higher education. In
the most cases, we are in the
early stages of development."
SGA President •rodd Earwood
said the CVU could have good or
bad effects on the University.
..Initially, I liked the idea of a
virtual university,but 1 have a
problem with people getting territorial about who gets the money
from who teaches the classes," he
said. "The politics nre the only
thing I see standing in the way of
it."
Earwood said the program is
aimed more to benefit commuters
or non-traditional students.
"If you are trying lo pay your
way through school, it. would be
beneficial," he said. "I think the
goal of the Commonwealth Virtual University is to reach out to as
many students as they can. It is
geared more towards the com·
routers than it is lo the average
18- to 22-year-old students."

BILL
Cominued from Page 1

they think it is in violation ,oftheir human rights."
Current federal laws prohibit universities from disclosing records of those 18 and older, but under the bill
passed by Congress, colleges would be allowed to infonn
parents not only about violations of alcohol and drugs,
but also if the student violates any of the school's rules.
The bill only needs the signature of President Clinton
to become a law. He said he is likely to sign it.

SURVEY
Contmucd from Pa~c I

said.
"The survey reveals a
fairly low opinion of the
effectiveness of the Faculty Senate," he said.
According to the survey,
70 percent of the faculty
do not really trust the Faculty Senate to represent
their views. The ability of
the Faculty Senate to
influence the administration was also repQrted as
poor, according to the sur•
vey.
Because Faculty Senate
President Ann Landini
said she had not yet seen
the complete results of the
survey, she said she cannot forecast how the

Place your
Halloween
advertisements
now!

STATE LINE WESTERN WORLD, INC.
Pro Rodeo Equipment
Western Wear, Tack

~- Nutrena.Feeds

·;,

::;:"'-l~RRA~Y
-~~~
641

{lor all Livestock and pets)

Most Major Brands

•Brake Service
•Transmission Service

1842 State line Rd. W.
Hwy. 893 West •
Haze, Ky 42049 492-6144

•Cooling System Flush

Locally Owned
& Operated
507

s. 12th

(next to Log Cabin
Restaurant)

•

Microsoft Office 97
Professional EdiOOII

PowerPoint97 - Outlook97

Sports Writer Needed
Apply at
The Murray State News Office

Excel97- Access97- Wor<t97
NewiJ Shrink-Wrapped CD
W1th Unique CD Ke)

Fully Registerable - Onltne Manual
.,...-

•

Professional Lubrtc<ltton for
your car. truck. motor home.

results of the survey will
affect the Faculty Senate
or the University.
"If you look in the
bylaws. the Faculty Senate is the organization
which represents each of
the academic departments
and is involved in the
shared governance of the
University," Landini said.
She said the possibility
of unioni:aation is the decision of the members of the
faculty.
..If the faculty feels the
union can enhance the
working
environment,
then perhaps the faculty
will vote the union in,"
Landini said.
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Visit us on the World Wide Web at

http://www.thenews.org
Produced by 71Je Jt/un·ay State News in
cooperation with LDD, Inc.-Clearly the Best!

To subscribe to IDDNet calll-800-455-16o8

Hair Studio
753-3688

There's only one week
left to take advantage

Monday - Friday 8 a.m.- 6 p.m.
Saturday 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

of free bonus points
offer in Racercard

1701 Hwy. 121 By-Pass

office.

Walk-ins welcome

Judicial Board
Meeting at 4:30 p.m. on
Thursday Oct. ~g
3rd floor Curris Center
Tennessee Rm.
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It's called Cardio Kickboxing and
it takes the music, excitement and
energy of aerobics but adds important self-defense techniques like
jabbing, kicking, punching and
blocking. You learn while you burn
at 800 calories per hour!
(According to Muscle and fitness
Magazine who rated aerobic kick·
boxing as the number one calorie
burning workout!)
If you're tired of running on the
treadmill to nowhere, maybe it's
time you tned a workout that's an
uppercut above the rest

_ Cardio Klckboxing
Classes are forming now.

Call Today!

Call Today!
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